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This study represents a genuine collaboration. For several 
years the writer has enjoyed opportunities for conversation with 
high school and college boys and with representatives of those 
fathers and mother~ who speak English. He has examined 
prdty carefully the literature and statistical material bearing on 
the problem. During the last year ~fr. Dan Kane-Zo Kai has 
traveled exten~ive1y in the 'l'erritory to ascertain the attitudes of 
Japanese parents through personal conversation and, when 
practicable, through discussion groups. The school children wne 
pennittd to reveal their attiturles through a series of question-
naires. 
Mr. Kai's qualifications for this work werre of a. high order. 
He received hi~ early education in Japan, and so is familiar with 
the standards and the background of cllstom of the Japanese 
parents. He has worked on a plantation and elsewhere in 
Hawaii, and 50 knows the life here. He continued his education 
in Tolani School in Honolulu and also in a Honolulu Japanese 
language schonl and, fiflally, at the University of California, 
from which he graduated with sociology as his major subject. 
Moreover, he .brought to the work a rarre ability to see the 
situation obj ectively and to comprehend widely dissimilar points 
nf view. 
Mr. Kai did most of the work of tabulating the answers 
to the questionnaires. The data gathered through conversations 
and discussions was made available through carefully written 
repnrts and ahstract~. Anonymity was preserved throughout. 
While the writer assumes full responsibility for the manner 
of presentation, the interpretations were work~d Ottt jointly 
through constant discussion as the work of organizing the data 
was going on. 
We both wish to express our appre(:iation to the public 
schools and the language schools for their cooperation, to the 
newspapers for helping to create friendliness and confidence. and 
to the hundreds of men, women, boys, and girls whose help was 
essential to the success of the stltdy. 
ROMANZO ADAMS . 
, University of Hawaii, 
i October 12, 1927. 
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The Education of the Boys of Hawaii 
and their Economic Outlook 
HAlVAH A LABORATORY 
Hawaii poss~s~es some of the characteristics of a laboratory 
uf social am] racial relationships. Its population includes 
Ilumerous rtj)resentativcs of several racial and cultural groups 
from Europe, America, and Asia, besi(ies its own native race, 
which is and will c(")ntinm: to be an important factor in thc life 
of the Islands, The contacts between these various peoples have 
been esta.blished in feccnt times and limIer circumstances that 
are well known and adequately n:corded. 
There has been much chang'e-economic, educational, politi-
cal, and social. Conflicts have ueen generated and adjmtment~ 
ha\'e been and will be worked out. The exi~tence of several 
racial and cnlwraJ r;:-rollps has tcmled to tone down conflict ami 
facilitate accommodation. Tht differencts in traditions and in 
tht practical circumstances of the various groups and in thtir 
reactions to life in Hawaii hdp to ~ave the student from dogmatic 
doctrines bast<i on special conditions; they furnish the "variation 
in the cirCllmst;lnCe" so es~tntial to scientific thotlght. 
llle: area and population of the Territory are );mall. The 
field of stmly is of nJanageable size. Tht ecollomic activities 
are simple. Ilawaii has been knC'lwll as a one crop country and 
e"tn now there are but two imvortant crops, sugar cane and 
pineapples. Tht secondary industries re~t on agriculturt almost 
wlely. Because C'lf the simplicity of Hawaii's economic organi-
;O:lI.tion, the racial agptcl of its rodal problrms stands Ollt more 
distinctly. 
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The geographic isolation of the Islands has favored a 
comparatively independent social movement, but there have been 
{lcfinite measureablC' influences from outside sources. This 
combination of isolation and contacts has tended to give Hawaii 
a comparativdy independent viewpoint-a viewpoint not domi-
nated .by any onc country, but influenced by several countries 
widely separated in location and culture. To an unusual extent 
a man in Hawaii, in the ordinary course of the day's work. 
thinks in terms of three continents and two or three systems of 
culture. This comparative isolation of the problems and 
independence in I the point of view favor an indep~ndcnt for-
mulation of the problems and, perhaps, an independent ~olution. 
In certain important respects the problems of Hawaii are 
~imilar to the larger problems of the Pacific area.. There have 
been establi~hed contacts between the people nf the Occident and 
those of the Orient. While there is a difference in the intensity 
nr intimacy of contact, there are important points of resemblancl: 
in the situations and the issues. In Hawaii, as in the larger 
.'iituation, the Ocddental had the advantage of superior scientific 
knowledge, of superior mechanical contrivances, and of superior 
economic, political, and military or~anization. On account of 
the~e advantages he was able to take the initiative, to formulatc 
and execute policies and thus to control social activities in a 
deg-ree more than proportionate to his Ollmbcrs. The Occidental 
men have been sitting in the .'ieats of power. They have 
developed those abilities and those attitudes that normally rc~ult 
from -consciOIlS exercise of power. 
, 
The Orientals in Hawaii, as in the larger area, have had 
to accept a position of inferior privilege and power. They have 
had less than a proportionate .'ihare of initiative. They have 
worked to the plans of others or have engaged in the minor 
economic activities. They have done a large share of the hard 
work while enjoying relatively little of the comforts and tuxurie.'i. 
In Hawaii the Orientals have not enjoyed political eqttality anll 
there have been civil disabilities. 
In Hawaii. as in the larger area, the Oriental ha~ accepted 
his position of inferior status a.'i a temporary exptdient. If th~ 
Occidental flattered himself into .believing H,.... . . rior 
status was the result of superior native capacity, the Orienta·/ 
did not agree with him. 
Now the Orientals in Hawaii and elsewhere are acquiring 
scientific knowledge, they are using and making modern type~ 
of machinery. They are becoming familiar with the industrial. 
commercial, and political organization of the Vhst. They are 
l'roving their ability to master and utilize the valuable clements 
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of Western culture. They are getting into a position to challenge 
Western leadership. They are demanding with uer increasing 
articulateness that there be a readjustment of social relationships 
on such a basis that a man of any race may have opportunity 
according to his ability without advers.e racial discrimination. 
In Hawaii, as in the larger Pacific area, this demand for 
a recognition or assumption of race equality generates conflict. 
StatU! is not modified without struggle. It is not in either 
case primarily a rOK"e struggle but a struggle for economic, 
political, and general social status in which race difference is an V 
important complicating factor. On the one hanel, there is custom-;-
acquired prestige, contracts, "Vested property rights, and mental 
attitudes produced by ("onlact 011 the historic basis. On 
:. the · other, there is the new knowledge, the new education, 
the new types of experience, the new national or racial spirit, 
the new appreciation' of ancient culture, and new ambition that 
deny the right of contacts to continue on the historic basis. In 
its main outlines the issues in Hawaii are similar to those of 
the larger Pacific area. There is a demand for a readjustment 
that will lake into consideration not only the recent cultural 
progress of Oriental people, but alw their capacity for further 
achie"Vement. 
• Since the conflict situation in Hawaii is, in it~ funnamental 
aspects, similar to that of the larger Pacific area, it follows that 
any achie"Vement in Hawaii in the direction of a solution will be 
of value in relation to those larger problems which the Institute 
of Pacific Relations is accustomed to consi(ler. Because of the 
relati"Vely small area and population of Hawaii, and the closer, 
mare intimate type of contact between the different elemen ls 
of its population, it ought to be possible to make more speed 
in the formulation and solution of Ollr problems than will be 
possible for the larger area. To the extent, therefore, that the \. 
people of Hawaii are able to lift the conflict into the higher 
plane of reason and understanding, and to work out adjustments 
on the basis of truth, justice, and Rood will, their experience 
may functjon in the consideration of the larger is.!lues involved 
in the relations of all Pacific nations. In this way the Islands 
will perform their service as a laboratory. 
For more than half a century Hawaii's fundamental industry 
has been de"Veloped almost wholly through the employment of . .( 
foreign born labor. Her nati-ve sons, relative to the adult male 
population, have been few and they ha"Ve found employment 
in secondary industries, not in agricultural labor. Employment 
in these secondary industries is preferred because of better wages, 
pleasanter work and working conditions, and superior social 
status. 
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Now the number of boys is increasing so greatly that many 
of them will be lmable to finrl emv10yment in the secondary 
industries. Hut, by virtue of Cl1stom and edl1catiOIl, and on 
account of general ~ocial inflncnces, amI especially uecal1se of 
the attitudes of their parents, all or nearly all of the boys arc 
definitely aiming to improve th6r social and economic status 
through securing what is considered preferred employment. 
They expect to be skilled or semi-skilled laborers, indep: ndent 
farmer~. clerks, bookkeepers, merchants, anti professional men. 
For many, a pretty serious disillusionment lies ahea(!. 
The problem relates to the future of the large llumbers 
who will not be <Ioble to secme the expected opportunities ill 
Hawaii. Will they \;hange their attitude and accept work in the 
cane and the pineappl~ fields, or will thtiY emigrate from the 
Territory-perhaps to the mainland of the ·Cnitcd States? \\'ill 
the owners and managers of plantations mak-e agricultural wnrk 
more attractive so as to keep Hawaii's native sum in Hawaii, 
or will they continue to depend almost exclusively upon foreign 
born labor? 
The situation has many problematic features. Initiative and 
policy belong to the owners. The existing attitudt..:s of lhe 
workers taken in connection with opportlmities elsewhere open 
to them arc important terms of the problem. The general 
economic situation of the industries sets limits 10 what can be 
done. The customs and the habitual attitudes, beliefs, and 
(')pinions of owners and managers are important factors. Com-
plicating the whol~ situation is the fact of racial differences 
which, fOr the time under consideration. lllay be considere{] 
permanent. while the cultural characteri~tics of the variotls 
racial groups are undergoing rapid and imFortant chan$c. 
~ro~ important, in this cultural change, is the growing intensity 
of feding- for equality of social status, including economic 
opportunity. Discontent with economic discrimination bec'1U~e 
of race is growing. 
The writer does not attempt to offer a plan for the solution 
of the problem-he does not advo(ate some particular procedure 
or policy-but woulrl look with favor upon some experimentation. 
His concern is to see and set forth the t erm.~ of the problem 
with as mllch clarity as may .be. He believes that an organi-
zation designed to facilitate communication betw('!cn the variot1 ~ 
people concerned would reveal the essential relevant facts more 
adeqt1ately. VIllen the lenns of the probll!m are better under-
stood, it will be time to propose a solution. 
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The main purpose of this study is to discover more 
adequately the belid!l, expectations, and attitudes of the people 
who are, perhaps, most important and least articulate-the field 
workers who are the fathers 'of boys, and the boys themselves. 
It may he permissible for the writer to present in advance 
certain information and opinions relative to wages and general 
economic welfare . 
.It is very difficult to make satisfactory statements about 
the wage rates on plantations in Hawaii. This is because of 
the complexity of the system and the wide variations in actual 
wages. More than half of the worker~n some plantations 
as high as '95 per cent-are working at a piece rate or on some 
sort of crOp contr.]ct system. While a wage of a dollar a day 
plus the bonus is advanced to contract workers, the final pay of 
the long term contractors depends on the yield of sugar cane, of 
sugar, and, in some cases, on the value of the sugar. The 
worker carries a share of the risk and shares in the prosperity. 
If the weather is good, if the pests are not bad. and if the 
workers do their WOrk well so that there is a. good crop, they 
sometimes realize as much as four dollars a day. Under adverse 
conditions it may be much les~. Last March the short term 
contractors, who are paid on a different ba~ is, received on the 
ave.age $1.80 a day pIllS a tcn per cent bonus for those who 
worked at least 23 nays in a month, but this statement of 
average conceals the differences as between various men. Many 
men get about $1.50 a day. Those who are paid the lowe~t 
time wages get a dollar a day plus ten per cent if they work at 
least 23 days. This would givc a man $28.60 for a month of 
26 clays. 
Doubtless a large proportion of the men receive daily wages 
that seem very low to people familiar with wage rates in main~ 
land cities a.nd in rura.l seasonal employment, but the writer 
believes that the etonomic welfaN.': of plantation workers com~ 
pares favorably with that of many workers on the mainland. 
Among the advantages offsetting the higher money wages 
on the mainland are the following: 
1. On the plantation there is no forced idleness. It 
is 'a part of the business of the manager so to organize the 
work that all the workers can have steady employment all 
the time. 
2. There is no necessary expense for house, for fnel 
and water, or for medical care. 
3. The expense for clothing is lighter under the 
climatic conditions of Hawaii. 
, 
" 
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_ 4. The plantation stores sell the necessary foods and 
articles of clothing at a very small advance over wholesale 
prices. They cam much of thl;ir operating expenses on the 
luxuries. 
S. Laborers can and do produce some of 
and vegetables in gardens furnished rent free. 
a little poultry, 
their fruits 
Some keep 
Based on a considerable study of the migratory worker.~, 
who do so much of the mining, lumbering, construction, and 
agricllitural work in the western half of the United States, the 
writer asserts confidently that the situation of these migratory 
workers is less favorable than that of the plantation workers in 
Hawaii. Plantation life con~erves more fully the larger human 
and social interests of the workers. With less knowledge of. 
the situation of workers iJ,'l. the great congested cities of th~ 
East where rents are high and where employment is seasonal 
an(1 irreglllar, the writer thinks it probable that the balance of 
advantage lies with the workers of Hawaii as compared with 
most of the recent immigrants from Europe to American cities. 
The~e favorable comparisons do not mean that the situation 
is perfectly satisfactory. Far from it. Nearly all of the worker~ 
are a spiring to something better for themselves or at least 
for their sons. They are not content in the sense that they wish 
to remain in their present position. And still, with much 
ambitious discontent, there is much happiness, much progress 
as measured by ordinary standards, and much courage to ketp 
on trying. It would appear that the situation warrants a more 
favorable attitude of workers toward plantation opportunit~~ 
and, doubtless, there would be a more favorable attitude if it 
were not for the way the whole situation is compiiC<lted by race. 
It is felt that plantation employment at common labor is a sign 
of inferiority, personal and social. To accept it as a permanent 
thing would be to admit inferiority and for a race g~oup to be-
come permanently identified with the cane field would be, in the 
minds of many, to accept a permanent status of inferiority for 
the race. Such discrimination as there is or has been along 
lines of race belongs to a time when mtn are keenly conscious 
of its implications. 
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THE SITUATION AND THE PROBLEM 
Agriculture is the basic occupation of Hawaii. There is 
no mining, scanty forestry, and only a small amount of fishing. 
More than half of the men of Hawaii, aside from those in army 
and navy service. ar.c: engaged in the production of sdgar, pint':-
applt':s, and a few minor crops, and the great majority of the 
rest are in secondary occupations directly or indirectly dependent 
on agriculture. Manufacturing is confined almost wholly to the 
working uv of agricultural products, to the making of tools, 
machines and materials needed by agriculture, and to supplying 
the wants of a population that is here on account of agriculture. 
Likewise commerct': rests on agriculture. Th~ situation has never 
been otherwi~e and there is no ground for expecting any funda-
.mental change. Hawaii is and will be an agricultural region. 
Agricultural production of the modern commercial type 
has had its development almost wholly in the last seventy-five 
years. Sugar cane growing had e~tablished itself as the leading 
industry in the period 1850-1875. After 1876 there was a very 
rapid development induced largely by the reciprocity treaty 
through which Hawaiian sugar received the benefit of the 
American sugar tariff. In the last twenty-five years there has 
heen very small extension of the area in sugar cane and 
practically no increase in the quantity of labor required, the 
increase in production being due almost wholly to technical 
progress. But this recent period has witnessed the whole 
(levelopment of pineapple production which now ranks as an 
important industry. 
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The following tablc~ throw light on the general economic 
development of Hawaii so far as occupational opportunities are 
concerne(l. 
POPULATION OF HAWAII AND NUMBER OF MALES OV:ER 10 YEAR:) 
OF ACE IN CLASSIFIED OCCUPATIONS FOR 1900, 1~10, AND 1920' 
MEN IN MILITARY AND NAVAL SERVICE EXCI.UlH:1J 
Gain or Loss 
1900 1910 1920 1900-1920 
Population ..... ::::;C"'·."" :J~~f-~2-j~-;~~~--9j~~':"'" 
Males over 11:1 years 
In all occupations ............. . 
On ~ugar cane farm" ...... . 
On other '~'·m.' ............. .... ,,~ 
Agricultural .............. _ ....... . 
Manufacture ..................... . 
Tu.nsportation .................. 1 
~~~1:ss·(;;n~"j"·s~r;i~~··:::::::: : 22183 
DOIllClOtlC Service......... ....... ' 
Puulic Service .................. __ .. 
Clerical ._ .............................. , 
3,935 
All othl:r .............................. 1,093 356 
~~~~~~-=~ TotaL. ................. 84,047 88,315 93,253 9,206 
'On ac~ount 01 lao),: 01 uniformity in '~n.u. d a OliIiCMiftn •. the {igureo for the 
,·ar;", .. <m.u. re ... or . ~ot . 1 .... . y. comparable .... ith . ach oth~r_ In a I<'"W c .... 
• otimat .. ar< ma de on the b. , i. of cenou. d.t. and data 01 the Hawaiia.. Susar 
Pbnt,,,' A .. oci~lio~. In ..... ""he .. th~ d.to Inr do •• e.timate. were wanting. a nti 
.... h ... the CCfl'u' {ilb'" or. mill •• ding. Ihe, art omitt.d. In evor, .>1. {ioherm." 
ar c pl~c.",J in " .4.n oth«." 
'Eltimat •. 
POPULATION OF HONOLULU AND NQNBF.:a OF MALES OVER 10 YE.4.:aS 
OF ACE IN CLASSIFIED OCCUPATIONS FOR l~(IO. l~UI. AND 1920 
MEN IN MILITARY AND NAV.4.L SERVICE EXCLUDED 
Gain or Lou 
1900 1910 1920 1900-1920 
Population ........................ 39.D62 51,113 80,815 41,753 
M ales over 18 yeilrS old .... 17,718 20.228' 27.601 9,883 
In all occupations ................ 
'HIS 19,962 26,258 8,543 Agricultural ...................•.... ·1, 70 1.964 1,574 
-
196. 
Manufacture ...................... 3,779 5,283 8,860 5,081 
Tran5porlation .......... ... :, ( 2.362 4,026 , ~~~1eessi·~nal ~~~;i~~·::::::::::. 2,593 3,980 
J 
361 1,119 
Domestle service.. .... .. 111.827 3,601 3,275 3,468 
Pubhc service . . ............ l 589 1,052 Clencal ................ .. 959 1,843 
All other ................ 339 .2,250 529 190 
TotaL. .. 17,715 19,962 26,258 8,543 
'T;. tim.te. 
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POPUw..TION Of THf; TERRITORY OF HAWAII £XCLUSIV~ OF 
HONOLUI.,U AND THE NUMB.,1t OF MALES OVER 10 YEARS 
OF ACE IN CLASSIPIED OCCtlPATJONS 
Id£N IN MILITARY AND NAVAl. SERVICE £XCLUDE;D 
13 
1900 1910 1920 
Gain or Loss 
1900-1920 
POPlIllI.l;On 
Males over In al1~~~~~~~~~~::::::·:'~~~~~~~=== 
~i!n~f!~~~~t:r~.~ :~::=::::::::::: 
Tran~!)ortation .... .............. r 
Tr' Ie ........ _ ..... _ ............... . 
b~C;sstii~n:~r~:~~~~~.::::::::::::. 10,356 • 
Public service ......... _ .......... .. 
Cleric.al ............................ , 
All other ...... _ .... _.................. i'54 
~~~~--~~--~-TotaL ..... _ ....... .. 66.332 68,353 66,995 663 
'F:"limat~. 
In aU these tables the men in military and naval service were 
excluded because they do not constitute a part of the industrial 
population. 
It will be observed that for all dates agriculture demands the 
ser.ll'ices of the majority of th~ men, but that its demand has 
decreased since 19((), while there has been a considerable in-' 
creaSe in the number of men in other occupations. \Vhile there 
has been somt gain in the mlmber of men employed in sugar 
production a.nd while practically the whole development of pine-
apple production has taken place since 1900, the growing 
demands of these two major crops have been more than counter-
balanced .by a decrease in the number of men engaged in more 
primitive types of agriculture. The male population over 18 
years of age in all Hawaii, outside of its chief city, has decreased 
in the twenty years-this in spite of the fact that there has 
been some increa~e in the city of Hilo and in some of the 
larger towns. 
The chief occupationa.l gain has been in manufacture. 
There has been considerable gain in trade and transportation 
and in clerical service, and a loss in dom.estic service. 
Probably the present decade will show a considerable gain 
in the number of men employed in agriculture for five reasons: 
1. Probably the more primitive sorts of agriculture 
were so far reduced in 1920 that little further reduction 
of men in such occupations may be expected. 
l~ U,livrrsify 0/ Hotl'oii . 
2. There is a measuteable increaSf! in the mimbe:r of 
men employed in pineapple production. 
3, There is some increase in minor crop production. 
4. There is an increase in sugar production. 
5. Because of a change in the character of the sugar 
plantation personnel, it requires mOTe men to do the same 
amount Qf work. A man docs less work in a month. 
The growth of occupational opportunity in Honolulu in 
this decade is even greater, and this is due to three leading 
factors: 
1. The demand for increa~ing services to agriculturl.":, 
such as the manufacture of machines, tools, and fertilizers, 
ami m~rchandising and transportation. 
2. The increase of demand for many sorts of service, 
including house constH1ction work on account of the mori! 
nearly normal character (Jf the population, i.e., more women 
and children. 
3. Demands made .by the presence of larger number;; 
of men in military and naval service, and by cOn!';trnction 
work for army and navy purposes. 
A consilleration of the causes of increase in the demand 
for lauor in Honolulu iii the last eight years leads to the 
inference that the increase in future years will be at a lower 
rate. There is no warrant for the view that the city's industrial 
development will be so great as to afford opportunity for all 
the young men of Hawaiian birth who may wish to come from 
the rural districts and also for the city's own youth. 
Before 1876 the native Hawaiian men performed an 
important part of the work of sugar cane growing, but even 
then the Chinese were assisting in considerable measure. The 
important development foJlowing this date was accomplished 
mainly til rough the importation of laborers, first from China 
and Portugal (the Madeira Islands), and later from Japan. At 
variOliS times laborers in small numbers were brought from 
several other countries, including Germany, Norway, Spain, 
Russia, the SOl1th Sea Islands, Porto Rico, and Korea. For 
the last twenty years' chid dependence has been placed on the 
Philippines as a source of labor supply. 
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The population of the Territory in 1~20 with classifications 
to show race, age, and citizenship is indicated by the following 
table :'" 
ACE AND CITIZENSHIP IN IP20 
Foreign 
Native Barn Naturalized Born Alien 
Au,,!t. Millor. .-..d,,111 Ad"lt. MillOTO 
H;j,waiian ..... _ ................... 13.162 9.961 
Caucasian-Hawaiian ........ 3,970 7,102 
Asiatic-Hawaiian _ .. _ ........ 1,881 5.074 
PurtuKueil: ... _ .... _ ............. 5,613 15,407 
Porta-Rican ..... -.-...... -.-..... 2.997 
~anilh _ .............................. 97 91' 
ther Cauea!oian·._ .......... 7.357 3.968 
ChinC5~ .... .... _ ..... _ ........ 2.974 9.368 
Japane,~ .... ...... _ ... _-...... 2.322 46.264 
Korean .... .. _ ..... _ .. _ ... _ .... I' 1,451 Filipino .... .............. _._ ..... 2.30J 
Total ...... _ .......... 37.995 104.814 
·.J:;xdudinl "'en in ",mllry Ind nn,1 .fryi • •• 
'Nal"rali .. d "lid .... lb. tII<On'rebJ ar>d yaHd. 
1,268 
2.418 
87 
2,121 
331' 
291' 
44' 
3SS' 
6,945 
'Nllurl 1iud "nd~r Ip~cbl w~r let an<l'[ator found nol ""l id. 
'I i not f"r~1,n b ... tI. al lUl l lIon.citi.m born. 
4.109 60S 
187' 
7J7 590 
I.Y02 SOO 
10,574 260 
56.JJ2 4.065 
J,274 162 
15,070' 3,273' 
91.998 9.642 
T.he importation of laborers from some source has been 
constant. At first this served to augment the number of workers, 
but for about a quarter century the incoming workers have ~rvell 
mainly to fill the place~ of those who have quit plantation labor. 
This movement away from plantations may be visualized as three 
streams: the first a stream moving from the plantations to other 
employment in Hawaii; the second, a stream directed toward the 
Pacific Coast of the United States; the third, a stream of men, 
with their wives and children in maf!Y instances, returning to the 
land of their nativity, China, Japan, and the Philippines. 
In the case of the laborers brought from Portugal, Spain. 
and other Atlantic countries, it was the policy to bring whole 
families so that the number of women was, from the beginning, 
in nearly the normal proportion. 
At first, relatively few women were brought from China, 
Korea', Japan, and the Philippines, but in the course of Y"ars the 
men from those regions secured wives in considerable numbers 
from their native lands. The Chinese, considering their long 
residence, were lea5t successful in this on account of various legal 
restrictions, including the Chinese Exclusion Act, which has been 
operative since annexation to the United States. The Japanese 
were most successful. Before 1898 there were few Japanese 
'TII" P""pl". Df Hawaii, P. I'. 1~2S. 
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women. Immediatdy after annexation there was a marked in-
crease in the number of women and this movement of men with 
their wives continlled Ililtil 1907, the date of the "Gentlemen's 
Agreement." While this agreement did not apply to Hawaii in 
its terms, the Japanese Government, as a matter of policy, pro-
hibited the coming of male laborers to Hawaii. At about the 
~ame time the movement of Japanese laborers from Hawaii to 
the mainland was prohibited by a pre~idential proclamation. 
These two mca~ures had the effect of stabilizing the Japanese 
male population in Hawaii, and one result was that they sent to 
their native land for wives, so that by 1920 they wefe better 
supplied with wives than were the men of any other racial group. 
Because of the fewness of women in Hawaii in the earlier 
years, thNe were few children relative to the adult male popula-
tion. Twenty years ago the number of young men who reached 
their maturity in a year was 110t large enough to take the place 
of the men who died. But as the female population has increased 
the child population has increased also. As compared with 
American families of the old stock, the families in Hawaii are 
very large, being about equal to those of recent immigrants from 
Europe. 
The fact that the jllvenile population has been increasing 
both absolutely and relatively at a pretty rapid rate is one of 
ol1t~tallding imrortance. The prohlem of this study has its 
origin right here. It may be \""e11, therefore, to submit a ~tatistical 
statement through which the recent and prospective change in 
the situatirm will be morc apparent. The reader will note the 
rapid increase in the numbers of men from 1878 to 1900 and the 
increase of women, mainly after 1900; also the low ratios of 
women and boys to men in 1900, and the movement toward normal 
ratios thereafter. It may be interesting to compare thes~ 
ratios with the ratios fM the rortuguese part of the population. 
The Portuguese have been in Hawaii so long that their ratjo~ 
are nearly normal for a people of high .birth rate under pretty 
good sanitary conditions. 
• 
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l'OPUl,ATION OF HAWAII FOR VARIOUS C;tHSUS DATES 1878 TO 1920 
WITH CLASSIFICATION OIt AGE AND SEX 
1878 
Population .......... _ .•.. .. 57,985 
Males •......•.. _ .•.......... _34,103 
Females ..................... .23,882 
Males over 18 yrs.· .... 24,219 
Females over 18 yrs ... IS,200 
Males 10-17 yrs ......... 3,681 
Male, under 10 yrs ... 6,203 
ALL RACE GROUPS 
1890 1900 1910 
tl9,990 154,001 191,909 
58,714 106,369 123,099 
31,276 47,6:12 68,81 0 
44,181 84,891 S8,687 
17,391 28,S44 37,800 
5,497 7,798 10,992 
9,036 13,435 21,812 
P~rtu"'eJe 
1920 1920 
255,912 27,002 
151,146 13,737 
104,766 13,265 
94,299 6,457 
54,688 6,086 
17,503 2,689 
34,973 4,591 
RATIO TO 1000 }>!AL!,;S OVER I ~ YEARS OF AGE 
Porl .. g .... . 
1878 1890 1900 1910 1920 1920 
Males ovu 18 ~rs .• _ .. 1,000 1,000 1,000 1,000 1,000 1,000 
Females Clver 1 yrs. 0" 393 336 426 519 94' 
Males- 10-17 yn ......... 152 124 92 124 185 "0 
Males under 10 yrs ... 250 204 IS. :l46 J7I 710 
' Soldi.u an" Sail.,... in U. S. Ar",y aDd Na y,. ud .. d." for UCO, 1910, and U20 
in til. fi tl uc •• for ma l •• <>Tor 18 1 'C.U old . 
Broadly com;idered, the young people of all racial or 
national groups are concerned \..-ith this problem, but they do not \! 
all stand in the same situation. For example, the young men 
of 'native Hawaiian blood have been in a preferred position in 
relation to several sorts of employment. As the descendants of 
the ancient inhabitants of Hawaii they enjoy some advantages. 
The English language is, for many, the mother tongue and they 
speak it more easily and correctly than do 1110st others. They 
and their parents are citizens with full political rights in a 
population where most adult~ are non-citizens. They h(')ld most 
public positions, official and clerical, and are employed largely 
in public or quasi~public enterprises, !'ouch as road building, and 
in the service of the public utility corporations. Bound to Hawaii 
by strong ties of sentiment, they will remain in Hawaii under 
any vrobable conditions, but they will meet increasingly keen 
competition from the sons of the immigrant groups. Such 
preference as they now enjoy is in j eopardy. 
Portuguese young men as repre~entatives of a Europeal1 
people enjoy ~ome advantages. Certain important employers 
rC£u ~e to accept sons of Orientah, but employ sons of Portugue~e 
freely. Labor union Tilles discriminate in favor of Portuguese 
as compared with Orientals But Oriental men of enterprise arc 
building up competing establishments and the outlook is for 
more nearly equal employment conditions. While few of the 
adult Portuguese immigrants were naturalized as citizens. being 
ineligible on accout of illiteracy, the fact that their ineligibility 
was not on account of race has been of some political. civil, and 
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economic advantage to them and to their children. nut such 
<HJvant3KtS do not appear to promise p('Tmancnce. 
'rhe Chinese have heen in Hawaii a long time. .Mo~t of 
them left plantation employment a generation ago and com-
paratively largf' numbers were able to estab1i~h themselves as 
independent fanners, gardeners, merchants, contractors, anci 
skilled laborers. The position of the Chine~e in the financ ial 
and b\1$ine~s communit}' is such that they can give a considerable 
number of their sons preferred opportunities. 
It is practically true to say that all three of the above groups 
have quit plantation emplo},ment except for the preferred SOrts 
of work. 
The Japanese stand in a different position larg-dy because 
of their more recent arrival. Over forty per cent of the men 
are in plan tation service. .:'Irany who have left planta.tirm service 
fl'tently have failed tu e~'ablish themselve~ in a favorable! 
ceonomic position. TIH~y are just holrling on ancl are not ill a 
position to give thei r ~ons much help. A few have won con~ 
siderahll! Sllccess and, with time and opportunity, the general 
po~ition of the group will be relatively improved. MON!over, 
il is the Japanese group that is fmni~hing the larger part of the 
new increment of Hawaiian born boys. 
In 1910 there were only 2,319 boys of Japanese parentage 
whu were 10-17 years· of age and they constituted only 21 per 
cenl of all boys of this age. By 1920 the number had increased 
to 7,175, or 41 per cent of all, and their percentage will be still 
higher .by 1930, probably not Jess than 4S per cent. 
From a cerlain point of view the problem can be conceivell 
iI~ resulting- from the ra.pid increase in the ntlmber of boys and 
young- men of t hi~ gronp anll from the fmlher fact that while 
the parenH of larg-e numbers are still in plantation employment, 
they are trying to improve the economic statns of their children. 
f'rom this direction come ... the increasing pressure of competition 
for the better economic opportunities. Thousands of boy~ bnrn 
on the plantations are rather suddenly appearing on the sc!!nc 
as active comp(' titors for the preferred jobs. Moreover, their 
ability, industry, and character is sllch that many of them arc 
pretty sure to win an improver!. status if they are given an even 
chance or even if they are placed under con(litions of moderately 
adverse r!.iscrimination. This accentuates competition all along 
the line. Not only becallse nf their comparatively large nl1mb~TS 
but also because they are at just the present stage of progress 
toward an improveo status, interest in the prl\blem relates largely 
to this group. 
\ 
; 
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The Hawaiian born children of Filipinos are, for the most 
part, young children and so do not ent~r into tht": picture 
prominently just at present; but if plantation labor continues to 
be done mainly by Filipinos, the occupational problems of their 
sons may come after ten or twenty years. 
Young men of American and North European ance~try are 
in a .favored position in Hawaii. Ordinarily their parents are 
in a position to give them the best educational opportunities 
and to help them to good economic opportunities: For certain 
positions they are preferred because of s~ecial qualifications : 
ability to speak and write English correctly, familiarity with the 
mannn's and customs of America, or just because of race. There 
is some reason to believe that actual leadership ability develops 
better among men of a race accustomed to leadership an1 con-
scious of race prestige. Of course, fathers in positions oi 
influence favor their sons, but not mOre here than elsewhere. 
To a consideraple extent the positions filled by these young men 
are not competitive so far as the nlen of other race or culture 
groups are concerned. To the extent that race discrimination 
lessens, the position of this group will be less favo rable. If a 
considerable nnmber of the protected positions were thrown open 
to men of all races on the tasis of "an even race and may the \.. 
bes,t man win:' it is prnbable that there would be a movement 
of sOllie Caucasian boys to the mainland. It is through the 
maintenance of a consitlerablf! number of prntected positions that 
the popUlation of American and North Ellrorean ancestry is 
maintained at the existing point- probably seventeen to eighteen 
thousand, exclusive of men and officers in military and naval 
service and their families. 
WALES UNDER 18 YEARS OJ" ACE IN 1920 
Per o:enl 
Number of Total 
Nat ive' Hawaiian ............................ _ ........ _ .. _.......... 4245 8.1 
Caucasian-Hawaiian .... .......................•.•.............. 3,251 6.2 
Asiatic·Hawaiian .... ...................... _ ........ _............ 2,424 4.6 
Portuguese .. _ ........ __ ...................•. _ ... _................ 7,280 13.8 
Porto Rican .................................... ..•....•.•.............• 1,530 2.9 
Spanisb ...•...................•...................•.......•..... _........ 745 1.4 
Other Caucasian .................................................... 2,081 39 
Chin ese •... ................................................................ 4,389 8.3 
Japanese .... ....................................... _ ......... .......... ,. 23,569 44.9 
Korean .... ................................................................ 783 1.4 
Filipino .... ................................................................ 2,047 3.9 
All others .............. _ ................................................ ___ '_3_' ____ ._' __ 
TOlaL ............ _ ................. _........... .. ........ 52,481 100.0 
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Statistics of high school attendance give some indication of 
the direction in which th~ ambition of the boys of variuliS racial 
groups Tl1ns. 
PUPIl • .s ENROLLED IN I'UflLIC AND PRIVATE HICH SCHo or,S 
IN HAWAII, DJ';CJ';MflE;R, 1926' 
Numbers enrolle(1. CohmHls 1 and 4 
Co\nmns 2 and 5 Percents of n\lmbers enrolled to numbr- rs 
of boys and girls IS-18 years of age in 
each race group. 
Columns 3 and 6 Percents of number of each race group 
enroUed to total number cnron~d. 
BOYS GIRLS 
2 3 4 5 6 
Hawaiian .. -. ... _ .. -...... -.. .. ...... .5 10 2.6 64 • 2.1 Part-Hawaiian .................... 482 
" 
15.1 476 ., 20.6 
Portuguese .................... 213 15 6.7 220 IS '.5 
Porto Rican ........................ 3 1 .1 , 2 .3 
Spanish ._ ... _ .. _ ....... _ ... _ ........... , 7 .3 3 3 .1 
Other Cau~asian ................ 360 
" 
11.3 314 
" 
13.1 
Chinese .... ............................ 550 64 17.2 412 51 17.8 
Japanese .... ................. -........ 1335 33 41.9 728 20 31.5 
Korean 
-... .-.... -. --.. -- --... -.. -... 80 67 2.5 49 47 2.1 
Filipino .... .... . 37 12 11 9 4 .3 
All other ........ _. - 27 •• 24 10 
Tot;,I .................... 318 1 100.0 2308 100.0 
' Pup,l . ;" '"< ni nl h I fad. ;" 
"" 
ptlblie j u ni or hi"h .<h""l ... ~ emiu. d, "., .. , , I . I~. OM ,", .. " l!Tiyal< •• hoob ". S~p!~",hrr ~ n~ 0 01010 ... 1926. 
Anoth er group of facts capable of statistical -rxpre5skm 
rdates to 'turnover of plantation labor from the stan(ipoint of 
the various race grOl1p~ . In general, it may be said that the 
llll'll of all racial gr(jl1p~ tend to leave the plantation pretty 
steadily and, when importations cease, there i5 a comtallt 
reduction in nnmbers. For example, the Chinese on sugar cane 
plan tations numbered 5,727 in 1888 and only 2,617 in 1892, 
importations having been suspended. Then through new arrival" 
their numher increa~ed to 8,114 ill 1897 and thrnugh the 
cc ,; ~ation of immigration it fell to 3,937 in 1902. Tn 1926 there 
were only 1,242 Chinese employed on plantations and these were 
largely old men, many of whom are much like pensioners, or 
they were :-'oung men in sll perior positions. The Portuguese 
are only a little more nnmetOll S awl mo~t of tho~e who remain 
have secUTt"d some of the more attractive positions-skilled and 
semi-skillen labQr or clerical work. Very few are common 
fi ei<1 workers. The Japanese, who numbered 32,771 in 1908, 
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have only 11,550 adult males in sugar cane plantation service 
in 1926. Since 1907 the loss of workers of all other racial 
groups has beeu made good by Filipinos, who numbered in 1910, 
2,209; in 1915,8,549; in 1920, 13,061; and in 1926,25,848 men. 
PLANTATION LABORERS CLASSIPIED BY RACE 
AT THREE SELltCTED DATES' 
1886 1908 
Native Haw.aiian and Part-Hawaiian ....... . 2,255 1,309 
Portuguese .............................. _ .......... _ ......... _ ..
Porto Rican .................. - .................. - ............... . 
3,081 3,807 
1,989 
Spanish _ .......... _ ........ _ ....................................... . 
Other Caucalian ...... _ ........ _ ........... _ ................. . 
150 
379 970 
Chinese ................. _._ ........................................... . 5.626 2,916 
Japanese .... .. .... __ .......... _. ____ .. _ ....................... _ ..
Kortan ...................... _ .. _ .................... _ .... _ ...... _ .. . 
1.949 32.771 
2,125 
Filipino .............. _ ..... _ ....................................... . 
All others ........................................................... . 
141 
1.249 140 
1926 «, 
1,341 
1,07.1 
10 
62' 
1,242 
13,603' 
741 
25,848 
1.631' 
-:-:c:;:;:----:=::--= TotaL. .... _ ........................ _ ................. . 14,529 46,918 46,056' 
"In "P~opl .. of H a wl ii," p3leS 26-11, IIlI,. b. found " M"I~ . ltowin" the numbu 
of plalllui"" labonr., br nu. for 11.011, ~II , ..... in« 1U2. 
·In<omplde. 
'Indude. 11.150 mal Ind 2.ft!] women. 
'Include. 1.076 childre". ",ainl, Jap""oU. 
'It mar bor of i"t~r ... t to nnte t"at ,UIH ".odu~ti"n hao iner ... ~l more r~pirll1 
tha" l .• bor ...... In' IBM the "rodu<ti"" "or m. n wa. 1. J Ion . , in 1898, 11.1 tOil'. ~lIrl 
in 11l2~, 11 lono p~. man .tnplo,.. d. 
An inference from the above figures is that few of the ) 
Hawaiian born or Hawaiian educated sons of plarftation workers 
of any racial gronp have remained in field work on s~lgar can~ . 
plantations after they have reached manhood. Observation shows 
that those who have remained in plantation service are not com-
monly found in field labor. They are mechanics, skilled or 
~emi-ski1led workmen or lunas (foremen) who receive higher 
waKes, have easier work, and enjoy a better social status, 
There are no comparable statistics of labor on fJineapple 
plantations. Pineapple farming is largely a seasonal matter. 
The employment is three or fOllr times as high in July as in 
,January. the month of the 192Q censtls. In general it may be 
~aid that the total annual demand for unskilled lahor in pine· 
apple growing and canning was, in 1920, abont one-tenth a5 
great as the tolal demanrl of the sugar industry, and about one-
seventh as ji('reat in 1926. The heavy harvest demanrl in June. 
July, and August is supplied mainly in three' ways: 
1. Many high school and older grammar grade children 
and also college students find employment in the pineapple 
field or in the cannery during the Slimmer vacation. 
2. Irregular ami casual city workers work in the 
canneries. 
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3, Some sugar cane plantation laborers are released 
for work in the pineapple fields. 
The proportion of ~killecl to unskilled labor is higher in 
the pineapple industry than in sugar production. This results in 
superior opportunities for advancement to better positions, and 
the policy of the pineapple plantations in relation to promotions 
appears to be more favorable to the racial groups that do mo~t 
of the work. As a consequence a relatively larger number of 
young men of Hawaiian birth accept employment. Bllt here, 
too, the work is done mainly by foreign born Japanese anr! 
Filipino men. 
To a measlifeable extent pineapples are grown hy small 
leaseholders and it might ap~ar that here is the heginning of a 
system of small independent farming. Bm the growing of pine-
apples is a diffiClllt procedure calling for relatively large capital 
outlay per acre, and the best technical skill assisted by scientific 
research. For the most part the small famlcrs have not been 
able to measure lip to the requirements of the situation. In 
many cases they have been unfortunate in the land they. have 
cultivated. The desire for independence leads Japanese men 
to try their luck on land not well adapted for the purpose. 
Partly nn account of the poor land and partly because of mis-
management, a considerable number of the~e smali pineapp}(' 
farms have been abamloned 3mi, doubtless, the same fate awaits 
others. Possibly the advantages of independence are morc than 
counterbalanced by inefficiency in production. 
Among the minor agricultural interests of Hawaii, coffee 
growing is most interesting from the point of view of this stllrly. 
Most of the coffee is grown in a single district remote from 
the important cane and pineapple districts. More than a 
thollsand men are emplo~,.ed. Much of the land is nperated 011 a 
small leasehold .basis. Nearly all of the coffee growers are 
Japanese.' This gives the workers-the farnlers-a relatively 
independent position although this independence is somewhat 
qualified by their lack of capital, which necessitates a store credit 
system. The writer has seen figuN's which indicate that over 
a period of years the coffee farmers have not received as large 
incomes as they could have received as plantation ~mploye:;. Ann 
yet they stick to it. The hope for better years ann the apprecia-
tion of independence are ~ufficient to induce them to stick to 
the farms that fio not pay ordinary wages. 
'In 1920 th~r~ ... ·~r~ 624 coli..., rrO"'~rt and 52~ c"If~~ f~rm lahnren. Of thou 
I\urnbtro thur w~ .. i24 Japan~u "eff.~ brmr .. ond 402 J3ro n~.r ~off •• fum 
labor.". 
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THE PROBLEM STATED 
Will the boys of Hawaii accept or ~ecure employment in 
Hawaii pretty generally or will large numbers find it necessary 
or desirable to emigrate? Or, stated from the point of view of 
employers, will the needed agricultural and other common labor 
of Hawaii be supplied by her native sons or will a continued 
importation of Filipinos or other foreign born laborers be neces-
sary? These questions are pertinent in relation to the near future 
because, for the first time since the beginning of modern com-
mercial agriculture in Hawaii, the number of boys bids fair to 1x 
large enough to do the work. 
Before 191)) it was necessary to import laborers if the de-
velopment of the resources of the J slands was to go on vigor-
OllSly. Only by a large increase in the number of workers couM 
this be done. There were 24,219 men in 1878 and 84,891 in 
1900, a gain of 60,672. From 19(X) to 1910 it was necessary to 
bring laborers to take the place of those who left the Territory 
and to make good the excess of deaths over the number of boys 
reaching maturity. This excess of deaths was due to tht' fact 
that there were few .boys, not to an especially high death rate. 
There was a small net gain in the number of men during thi~ 
decade. (See table. page 12). During the following decade, 
1910-1920, maturities proba.bly equalled deaths and the importa-
tion of workers served mainly to balance emigration. There 
was a small net gain in numbers. 
During the prtsent decade the male maturities are more 
than sufficient to supply the place!> of those who die. The exce.:;s 
of maturities in the decade will be about five thousand. The n<.:w 
arri ... als from the Philippines serve to cover the loss by emig-ra-
tion anu have provided for a further gain of ab~lIt sixteen 
thousand in seven years. Probably there are about tw('nty [hous-
and more men in Hawaii than there were in 1920. This gain of 
twenty tllOusand in seven years may be compared with the ga;n 
of 9,4()S in the preceding twenty years. 
The present outlook is that the number of boys who will 
reach maturity durin~ 1930·1940 will be largely in exces~ of the 
adult male death s, that is, the boys who reach working age will 
be sufficiently numerous to fill the places of all who die and 
also to take the places of most of those adult aliens who emigrate, 
unless the native born themselves emigrate; If the importation 
of laborers is gradually reduced and then stopped. the emigra-
tion will diminish also, for it is the ne ..... ly arrived who leave most 
readily. In recent years the Filipinos ha ... e been leaving an-
nually in much larger numbers than have the members of any 
, 
v 
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other racial group. Her~, then, for the first time' there appear~ 
to be in prospect a situation in which it will be possible to rednce 
the imjlortation of workers, lattr to stop it altogether, and to 
operate the industries of the Territory increasingly with nati\'c 
labOT without reducing production. Indeed, if one looks a little 
farther into the future, a very great growth of industry will be 
possible on the basis of native labor, provideu all or nearly all 
of the boys born in Hawaii elttl to remain. But 1 .. oilt they rc-
main? This is the problem. 
So far the statement of the problem is almost wholly in 
mathematical terms. But it is full of all sorts of human interest. 
The emigration of fOUT or five thousand young men and women 
from Hawaii to the mainland would be for America a very minor 
matter in comparison with the numbers who come annually from 
Europe or from Canada and Mexico. But from the standpoint 
of the yonng people it is a serious matter. Family tics are strong 
in Hawaii. And then there is much real scntitIlt:nt for Hawaii. 
Also there is fear of mainland race prejudice. Probably the 
great majority of the boys of Hawaii would prefer to remain 
in the Islands if they could secure economic opportlmities some-
what superior to those of their parents. They have an exagger-
ated notion of th e opportunity and status of the ordinary white 
man in America, but they would accept something inferior to 
this in order to remain with their parents in Hawaii. 
Their education is, in general, the education of America. 
It presupposes the American opportunity. The children respond 
to the teachings much as do children on the Mainland, only there 
is more enthnsiasrn for om old American ideals-l iberty, 
democracy, political and eivil equality, even-handed justice, and 
economic opportunity for all. They like to make speeches and 
to write rhetorically on such themes. In general, their cdneation 
is preparing them not for the common labor of Hawaii and not 
for the kind of work most will find if they go to the Mainlant'l. 
It is not mainly a matter of knowledge or skill, hut of attitmle 
and expectatinn. Nearly all are looking forward to the upper 
third of the places. 
• 
From the stan<lpoint of agriculture in Hawaii, the con-
thHtlJl1s emigr"tion uf native sons accompaniefi by the con-
tinuOllS importation of foreign born laborers implies the continu-
ation of a type of industrial organization adapted to such condi-
tion s. Probably this involves a lower degree of labor efficiency 
and a retardation of technical development. 
From a general social standpoint, the question as to whether 
Hawaii is to be American is involved. If a large part of the 
youth who have received an American education and who speak 
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the language of America emigrate to make way for a continuous 
stream of foreign born men large enough to serve the funda-
mental industries, it is hard to see how progress will be made. 
Unless the people of a region can speak a eommon language 
and unless they share the ~ame traditions, ideals, and social 
standards, it is hard for the better impulses of men to -express 
themselves. There is pretty sure to be more harshness and 
injustice than is intended and even kindly purposes sometimes 
work out to an undesired result. 
From many points of view there are reasons for desiring 
that the industries of Hawaii shall .be carried on more and more 
through the labor of her native sons. Economic, educational. 'v 
political, ethical, and religious interests are involved. And still 
it is not certain that such an outcome lies among the possibilities 
of the situation. The forces dominant in any situation are not 
largely a matter of choice. They come out of the historic past. 
In succeeding chapters there will be an effort to weigh some 
of these forces. 
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THE PRESENT ATTITUDE OF THE DOYS AND 
YOUNG MEt; OF HA WAIl TOWARD 
OCCUPATIONAl., INTERESTS 
It is fr~ql1ently saicl in Hawaii that most of the sons of 
common laborers are aspiring to white collar jobs. While the 
statement points in the glCnerai direction of the truth, it is 
~omewhat inaccurate and misleading. On the ba~is of more 
than two thousand answers to questionnaires submitted to boys 
in the grammar grades and high schools of the Territory, and 
in several of the Japanese language schools, and of numerous 
interviews with the boys an(\ their parents, it may be stated that 
tbt..- bo:\ls pretty gEnerally are aiming at an economlcStatus 
s~Reriur toOl that of the common un skilled .plantation labor~E:. In 
the Tural ni~tricts the in tention of grammar grade boys is mainly 
in the direction of occnpations calling for mamlal skill, such a~ 
......., carpentry, painting, automobile repair work, and the wOrk of 
electrician and machinist. A minority expect to be bookhepers, 
salesmen, engineers, teachers, preacht!rs, doctors, and lawytrs. 
The high school boys, who constitute a more select group. 
naturally show a higher preference for the profession~. The 
itlttntion. uot +e be plantation laborers is all but unauunuu \ , bnt 
some plan to be fanners. Were the opportunity for small, 
independent farming better, it is certain that rather large 
numbers would be attracted in this direction. 
A questionnaire was snbmitted to the seventh a11<1 eighth 
grade boys in eighteen rural schools, representing all cOllnties, 
"'J and to four rural high schools. Among the questions was: "What 
kind of work do yOIi think yOIi will do when you are a mall?" 
They were asked also to give the reason for their choices. A 
few answers were thmwn out for ddtct. The answers counted 
were, for the seventh and eighth grade~ , 858. and for the four 
high schools, 475. The following tables show the racial 
I."onstitution of the schools, the numbers of boys who chose each 
(')f the several c1a~ses of occupations, and their reasons for such 
chokes. 
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BOYS AND GIRLS ENII.OLl.E;D IN THE SEVENTH AND EIGHTH 
CRADE;S OF SEvENTeEN RUltAL SCHOOLS Rl!;PRESE;NTING 
PI.ANTATION DISTRICTS IN ALL COUNTIES AND ONE; NON. 
PLANTATION RURAL nrSTRICT. KONA·WAENA. 
CLASSIFIED BY RACE DECEMBER, ln6 
Number Enrolled Per cent Distribution 
The Komi · Th. Kana· 
Sennttf'1l waena S.vtntft11 wu na 
Schoul. Scboul Schuo:.>l. Seb""l 
Hawaiian ..•....... _ .. _ ... _................ 25 26 1.7 
Part-Hawaiian . __ .... __ ........ _.... lUS 27 7.4 
Portuguese .....•.... _ .. M.................. 110 10 7.6 
Porto Rican .. _. __ ........ __ .............. 6 .4 
Other Cau asian .......... __ ............ 52 2 3.6 
10.9 
11.3 
4.2 
Chinese ...... _ .. _ .••.. _ ....• _............ .. 46 2 3.1 .8 
)apaneie .............. __ ..•... _ .... _........ 1024 1t16 70.9 70.0 
Korean .. _ .. __ . __ ..... _ ..... __ ._.. . 21 I 1.4 .4 
Filipino _ ...• _ .•. __ ..... __ .....•........ 33 4 2.2 1.6 
All other .. .. · .... · .. --.... . - .... - .. - .... _:;-:-'c' __ --:::c',-_--,-o'c·3 __ --:::::_.4_ 
Tot .. !.............................. 1444 237 100. 100. 
BOYS ENROLLED ,. FOUR RURAL HICH SCHOOLS 
CLASSIFIED BY RACE; D1!;CE;M8f:B.. 1916 
:Lottai Maui Labill~lun. KOlla· 
Hiah Hiab Teclmi .... ! .... a .... a 
Scbool S~hool Hillh Hiah 
So:h""l Sch<>ol "'a' 
Hawaiian •..•...........•. _ ......... 2 5 8 4 19 
Part-Hawaiian .... .............. !O 16 33 J 62 
Portuguese _ .• .. _ ................ - 19 ,. J , JO 
Spanish ................................ , , 2 
Other Caucil.iian .... _ .......... II 20 , J8 
C;hinese .......... _ ...................• 9 14 17 40 
Japanese .............................. 130 145 77 51 403 
Korean ............................ , 4 , , , 
Filipino .... ..........•................. , J 10 
All others ............................ , , 5 
Total ................•..• 19' 2lJ lSI 60 61' 
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Th~ answers were gronpeJ into nine classes as given bel!)\\', 
TIle following table shows the number who chos~ each type of 
occupation atHI the pCI' t'ellt Jistributioll: 
sr;;VI;NTH AHD EIGHTH GlI: .... D~S 
Seventeen 
Plantation 
Schools 
Number P er <en! 
Kona-waena 
School 
Numb« 1'<. coni 
Skilh-d labor ........................... 365 49.5 49 40.5 
engine<:ring .... ............ ......... ... S9 1'1.0 9 1.5 
,?ther. professional.......................... 81 10.9 20 \6.5 
h.rnlmg .... ...................................... 60 8.1 21 17.3 
Commercial ............ __ .......... _......... 91 12.3 10 8.2 
Sil.ilor~ .... "" _,_" ,_._,,, _, _, ..•.................. 22 2.9 3 2.4 
Lahorers .... ...................................... 13 1.7 2 1.6 
Others .... .......................................... 46 6.2 7 5.7 
~~~~--~--~ 
TotaL............................. 737 100. 121 IOO. 
HIGH SCHOOLS 
Maui 
Hill" $choo:d 
Skilled labor .................. _.... 34 40 
Engineering .... .................... 19 11 
Other professional........... 47 27 
Fuming .... ........................ 7 16 
Commt rcial .... .................... 27 36 
Sailors ................................ ,. :i! 
Laborers .... ........... 1 
All other .............................. 2 6 
I.aba;,,~lunR 
T""b"ieal 
Hillb 
School 
55 
6 
3D 
17 
17 
1 
, 
Kon~· 
w~.n a 
Hifb 
S.hool Total 
13 142 
7 4J 
19 123 
22 62 
7 87 
3 
1 
2 I. 
130 70 47~ ~--~~~-=--  TotaL.................. 139 136 
PER C"E;NT 0' llOYS CHOOSING E;ACH CLASS 0' OCCUPATION 
L.h.inal"na Kona· 
Ka\lai Yaui Teo:hnical wa.n 
Hif" Hillh Hie" Hieh 
Total Sch .... l S."031 S.b .... 1 Scbool 
Skilh:d labor ........................ 24.4 29.4 42.3 18.5 29.8 
Engim:uing ........................ 13.6 8.0 4.6 10.0 9.0 
Other profusiona! ............ 33.9 19.8 23.0 27.1 25.8 
Farming .... .......................... 5.0 11.7 13.0 31.4 13.0 
Commercial .... .................... 19.4 26.5 13.0 10.0 18.3 
Sailors .................................. 1.4 .7 .6 
Laborers .... ......................•... .7 .2 
All others ............................ 1.4 4.4 3.0 2.8 2.9 
TotaL .................. 100. 100. 100. IOO. 100. 
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NUKBEIlS Of SEVENTH AND EIGHTH CRA'OJi; BOYS ASSIGNING 
I.:ERTAIN TYPI:;S OF R:E;ASQN FOR THIUR CHOICE OF' OCCUPATION 
1. 
2. 
J. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
7. 
8. 
9. 
10. 
Indefinite-("It is a good job." "I like it." 
"I .' t' ") t IS Interes Ing. . ......................................................... .. 
Good wages or income ..................................................... . 
Good. opportu~ity to get employment... ........................ . 
AltrUIstic motive .................................................. ; ............ . 
Easy work ......................................................................... . 
Good from the standpoint of health .............................. .. 
Possession of requisite ability ......................................... . 
Desire to travd and see world ....................................... . 
Good opportunity to learn trade ................................... . 
Desire to follow occupation of father or brotheL ..... . 
NUMBERS OF BOYS IN FOUR RURAL HICH SCHOOLS 
ASSIGNING R2ASON POR THlUR CHOICE OF OCCUPATION 
255 
157 
82 
62 
52 
50 
48 
27 
21 
16 
1. Indefinite.... ................................... ..................................... 227 
2. Good opportunity to get employment................................ 54 
3. Posse~s~on of. requisite ability............................................ 38 
4. AltrUistic motive .................................................................. 30 
S. Good wages or income........................................................ 25 
6. I Opportunity to learn trade.................................................. 24 
7. Health .... .............................................................................. 14 
8. Independence and social position........................................ 9 
9. To see wor1<1.......................................................................... 7 
The choice and the reasons assigned hy grammar grade boys 
show a considerable degr-ee of thoughtfulness for boys 13 to 
15 years of age. Evidently they are thinking seriously about 
their future. Attention is called to some features of the replies. 
There is a tendency for the attitude of the boys to respond 
to the practical conditions. For -example, nearly one· third of the 
boys in the Kona·waena High School and more than a sixth of 
those in the grammar grades of the same school chose farming-
a very high ratio as compared with most of the other schools. 
Doubtless this difference in attitude is explained by the fact 
that ;;t. large number of the Kon;:Hvaena boys are SOliS of small ~ 
leaseholding coffee farmers. In a few other districts in which 
there are considerable nunlbers of small pineapple growers or 
other farmers there is a similar tendency to choose farming. 
In several cases the reason seemed to show the influence of 
school propaganda. They chose "Agriculture" for the sake of 
the "outdoor life" and the "fresh air." Oth~rs said that their 
folks owned some land or that they liked farming because of 
the "independence," or "so I can be my own boss." 
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In the case of the grammar school boys. skilled labor com~5 
first, almost half of the boy,; choosing ~me skilled trade. In 
the hi!:l'h schools about thirty }Jer cent made !limilar choice:!. 
These are not white collar jobs but they are better wage jobs 
and there is better social statu~-more independence. The kind 
of skilled labor chosen is as significant as the number choosing 
it. On the sugar cane plantation there is a consirlerable number 
of skilled and ~erni4skilled jobs of a sort that relate particularly 
to sugar production-jobs that are pretty good from the stand-
point of income, but which exist only on the plantation. Other 
trades sl1ch a~ that vf carpenter, machinist, ele<:trician and auto· 
mo.bile repair work are represented on the plantations and also 
in other places. With not more than two or three exceptions 
the lIoys chose the trades which present the wider opportunitie$.. 
A considerable number tlve as a reason, "One can get a job 
...... .J anywhere." There is a pretty general feeling among the b(')ys 
"""-of the most numerous race group on the plantations that they 
have little chance to get the better plantation jobs and apparently 
they propose to prepare fnr the work with the best opportunity. 
Engineering is the most popular profession and after that 
_ l'omes teaching. Considerable nllmbers plan to be der.tists, 
scientists, and artists. Some gave a highly altruistic rea~n, 
the desire to serve humanity or some section of it, while nther~ 
ba~ed their choice on their belief that they possessed the requisite 
ability. As might he expected, the professions were more 
popular with high school boys than with those in the grammar 
grades. Certain answers given by only one boy or at most by 
only a few are significant because they indicate more reflection 
and power of expression. Perhaps the5e few voice a rather 
general feeling. One boy who plans to be a teacher writes, 
"When my father came from Japan he was handicapped in his 
work. I intend to go to school to get an education, to lead a 
better life, an(1 to live up to the ideal of an American." Several 
llla<le their choice on the ground that there is opportunity for 
advancement. A few referred to social status or !;ome evidence 
of social status, such as "opportunity to join dubs." "Clean 
work·' appealed to some. 
Some who expe<:ted to follow the humbler callings gave 
reasons relating to their lack of ability or opportupity: "Can't 
{Io brain work." "Can't go to high school, my parents are too 
pC'Jor." "Easy work; does not require too much brain." "Every-
one cannot get a clean job." "Only work I can do." "Being 
an alien, I shall have to be a farmer." 
Some of the choices and reasons that arc not very important 
to the main purpose of the study are of value as tending to show 
that the Questi01l5 secured a normal respon,~e. For example, 
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most of those who plan to be sailors live in places where ships 
are frequently seen. Lahaina, where ships are constant3 in 
sight of homes and school, has nine prospective sailors and laa, 
an inland place, none. Most of the sailors want to "see the 
world." 
Five or six want to be, not detectives, but "United States 
secret service agents" because they would be "very useful to 
the government." 
Some gave their reasons for avoiding plantation work. "YOll 
do not have to work in the fields for long hours" (plans to be 
a teacher); "Better than working in the hot sun;" "Not strong 
enough to work in fields;" "Can stay indoors rain or shine" 
(a storekeeper). 
Another question proposed to the boys in grammar schools 
was: "Do you intend to go to high school; what is your reason?" 
Of S«) grammar grade boys who replied to this question 
679, or 88 per cent, replied that they expected to go to high 
school, and the leading reasons were as follows: 
1. In order to get a better job ........... _............................... 325 
2. I To get an education............................................................ 213 
3. To get an.easy job ....... _....................................................... 15 
4. To be a good citizen............................................................ 14 
S. Ptnswers expressing a desire for superior social status. 
such as "To be a gentleman," "to be well known." 
"to be a great man," "to be an up· to-date man," 
"to have more friends," "to join better dubs," "not 
to be ashamed".................................................................... 14 
6. " Because parents desire it.................................................... 11 
7. "So 1 will not have to work in the fields".................... 7 
Of the 181 who replied that they did not intend to go to 
high school, the great majority, 118, gave as a reason their 
lal,:k of financial ability or the necessity of helping. their parents 
by working. Certain other answers given by sma1i nunibers 
are sIgnificant. Sixteen said that their school grades were ll':lt 
high enough or that they lacked ability. Thirteen want to learn 
a trade for which a high school c!\ucation is not neccS!'ary. 
Two say that it is hard for high school graduates to find jobs 
and two are going to Japan. 
Similarly the boys in the four rural high schools, and also 
in two junior high schools were ask~d whether they intended 
to go to college. 
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Of the 568 who rt:plied 367, or nearly 65 per cent, said that 
they intended to go to college. Their rea90ns were, in general. 
f[11it~ similar to those of the grmmnar grane boys, A racial 
classification of the answers for one of the high schools was 
made, with results as follows: 
PER CENT OF HICK ~CHOOL DOYS IN ItAUAI 
HIGH SCHOOL WHO INTEHIJ TO (";0 1'0 COLLE;G"t 
Hawaiian ......................................................... .. '.... 75 
Part-Hawaiian ........ , .... _..... ................................... 50 
Portuguese _ .. _ .......................... .............................. 50 
Other Caucasian ............ __ ...................................... 69 
Chinese __ .. ....................................... ................ 56 
Japanese .... ............................................................ 58 
It is not to .be presumed that all the grammar grade ooys 
who intend to go to high school will actually do so and the 
same observation may be made relative to the college attenuance 
of boys now in high school. Past records do not indicate so 
high a percentage of attendance in high school and college. 
There are several things that come between the intention and ib 
fulfillment. A good many cannot go on for lack of scholarship. 
Others are unwilling or t11laole to confront the financial obstacles 
and some need to work to help support aged or infirm parents. 
But it is a striking fact that so many do intend to go on 
with their education. i\Ioreover the rapid increase in high school 
and college attendance in recent years shows that very consider-
able numbers do carry out their intentions. Many of the boys 
do this at considerahle .~acrifice on the pare of their arents 
and the 60S commonly tarn all or a conS! era e part of the 
money required for clothing, books and other personal expenses 
aside from room and food. 
Why are the parx'nts willing to make such sacrifices? De-
cause they .believe that throllgh education the social and economic 
I status of the family will be improved. This appears measureably 
in the replies given by the school boys, but much mOre in the 
cOllversation of their parents. It nll1st be remembered that'the 
peoples of the Orient are keenly conscious of social ranking. 
They came to Hawaii specifically to improve their economic 
position. Some have done this and others are doing it; but, for 
. most, the improvement has been less than they had hoped for. 
Those who have reached or passed middle life with little 
...a-dvancement are now transferring their hopes to their sons. 
I Doubtless if Hawaii, like the United States of sixty years ago, 
had plenty of unoccupied good land, these men would seek to 
improve their status by securing and operating farms. BlIt 
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since this type· of opportunity is closed, they turn to education. 
To them education is not a merc accomplishment for a life of 
degant Idsure. It i.<; regarded as the best means of improving 
the social ... tatus of the family. 
A question frequently asked is: "Will not the boys of 
Oriental ancestry find their best opportunity by rdl1rning to the 
land of their ancest()rs?" The answer is: "Yes, for a certain 
number, but not for the majority." 
Each year witnesses the rdmn to Japan, for permanent 
residence, of some hundreds of men of Japanes~ birth, about 
8800 in the twenty years since the date of the "Gentlemen's 
Agretment." Many of the.;e men wen~ married ann fathers of 
children. Of course they took the younger childrt"n with them, 
but children. especially boys old enough to shift for thenuelves, 
frequently remain in Hawaii. Thousands of other Japanese, the 
great majority of them, in fact, would like to return to make 
their home in their native land. But they have figured out that 
in orrler to go back ann establish themselves in a fairly satisfactory 
way they would need at out $S,OCX). They do not like to go \ 
without this amount unless, verchance, they inherit some property 
in Japan. 
In answer to the main (IUe~tion, it may be said that children 
who are taken to Japan by their parents before they have com-
pleted their schooling and under favorable financial conditions 
will probably find it possible to make the necessary adjustments 
to conditions in Japan and to get on fairly well, always remember-
ing that Japan is very t1ensely populated and that competition 
for opportunities is very active. 
But young men who have completed their education in 
Hawaii would find it hard to make the necessary social arljl1st-
Illents. Their knowledge of the Japanese language is insufficient 
and they (10 not like the manner~ and customs of Japan. They 
are more American than Japanese in culture. If they would 
enrlure the process of acqlliring Jaranese culture, they would 
have· the advantage of living where there would be no arlver~e 
race discrimination. Blit most of them are deterre(1 bv two ! 
things. They believe that the American manners ami cli~tnms 
are better ann they recogni~ that Japan is a country in which 
it is hard to make a living according to the standard they have 
come to think necessary. 
In order to ascertain the views of school boys toward a 
possible retnrn to Japan, thoSoC in several Japanese language 
~chools were asked: "Whrn your parents retmn to Japan, will 
you stay in Hawaii or go to Japan with your parents?" Several 
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hundred children 12 to IS years of age answered the question 
and gave their reason~ a.~ follows: 
Would go to Japan with parents.................... 294 
WOllirl remain in HawaiL. ........... ,.................. ... 214 
The reasons most frequently given for going to Japan 
were: "To be with parents j" "To s«! our grandparents :" "To 
see Japan." A few said: "Will inherit property in Japan;" 
"Japan is a beautiful place;" "I am a Japanese," 
A greater variety of reasons was given by tho~ who 
thought that they WOllld remain in Hawaii. Prominent among 
them were: "J was born in Hawaii;" "I am a citizen of Hawaii ;" 
"My friemls afe in Hawaii;" "T am accustomed to American 
~tyle ;" "I am not llsed to Japan, can't talk good Japanese;" 
"Japan is overcrowded;" "Easier to earn mon~y in Hawaii ;" 
"Not edl1catt.~1 for Japan;" "There is no better place than 
IJawaii," 
When one considers the ages of the children giving the~e 
answers, the fact that a majority . say that they would go to 
Japan if their parents did is not so siKnificant a~ the fact·that 
a large minority think they wonld remain in Hawaii enn if 
tlu·ir parcnts WNe to go. The choices are the more significant 
uecause of the reasons assigned. 
Fmther to determine the attitude of children relative to 
place of futme residence two que~tions, as follows, were pro-
po~e(1 to the children in Japanese language schools: 
"What kind of country do you think the United States is ?" 
"What kind of country do you think Japan is?" It was expected 
that the answers ~ivcn would rdale to economic opportunity. 
C'on~iderable numbers replied to the effect that the United 
States is a "rich· country:' a country in which you can easily 
make a living. Concerning Japan they said: "A small and poor 
muntry;" "A populous country." Apparently the children are 
pretty well aware of the difference between economic opportunity 
in America and in Japan. ' 
There is a small movcment of Chinese to China, bnt it 
consi"ts nlainly of old unmarried men returning to their old 
h,)mes. There is no net loss of children, i.e., excess of departure~ 
over arrivals. A few young men go to Chin~ . bnt it is difficll1t 
for them to make the adjnstment. They are. as a rule, con-
:<ervative in their viewpoints and hence out of harmony with 
young China. It is said that the Chinese people do not like 
to see men with Chinese features acting like Americans. Perhaps 
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a few Hawaiian boys of Chin~se ancestry, who possess some 
special skill needed in China, would find good economic ,oppor· 
tunities, but for the rank and file China has ~mall opportl1nity. 
The Chinese are pr-etty well establi~hed in Hawaii and if oppor· 
tunities are fair, most of the young people will remain. Some 
will go to the mainland. 
The views and attitudes of high school and college students 
are apparent in their life histories. 
The following excerpt is from a paper written by a high 
school boy:' 
"My parents always told me to study hard and become a 
great man and not a cane field laborer, who has to go to work 
early in the morning, rain or 5un, and work to late in the 
evening. They even said that they would buy anything for 
me if it was related 10 school ..... Agrkultural !!ducation is 
given little attention by me, as I am preparing for carpentry." 
F"rom the paper of a university student the following-
excerpts are taken.' He is of samurai ancestry and possesses 
more than average ability. He has taken the mea~ure of his 
white competitors and feels that he can win if he has an even 
chance. (Probably he can win even with a handicap.) On the 
whole his attitude is friti:ndly and confi{lent. 
"A~ I am working my way through school, I oft!!n have to 
sacrifice my personal desires. I fed this stronger than enr 
when the footba!! ~ eason rolls along. While others are rooting 
their heads off on the bleachers I am on duty .... , The teachings 
of my parents and the training whkh I rc,eivcd at the Japanese 
school have hdped me to put duty before penonal interesb." 
"My parents have always been int erest~d in my education 
..... When I told them of my desire to take up post-graduate 
work at some mainland institution they assured me that they 
would Rive me all the financial support I would want. \Vhen 
father said he would even sdl his property in Japan, if necessary. 
I wa~ very thankful and I felt a lump in my throat and my 
eyes became misty." 
...... "English sehool'teachers ex:erted the grutest influence 
in shaping my attitudes, Some of the early grammar school 
tcaehers and some in the high school were very broadlninMd . 
. ...• Nut to the teachers 1 was influenced by the business men 
with whom I came in contact .... , it take~ a man to trust 
another but it al~o takes a man to live up to the trust placed 
in him." 
"I have made numerous friendships with Haoles (white 
people) ..... I went to their socials and parties and was given 
every bit of attention as their friend .. , .. The more we get to-
""ether the more we understand earh other and the ruult is 
harmony, .... Lo~king hadrn'ard through the years I've a5$O-
'Collf'tliftll gf Or. W. C. Smith. 
. ' !) Vnivl'rsit}, of Ha1mii 
e:iated with the Haoles, those who bore e:nmity toward me were 
usually those who thcm~e1ve$ were not f:"iven all the opportunities 
of life which other Haoles enjoyed. It was the haoles of the 
comlllon laboring das~ who were keenly fe:eling the aggressive 
advanee:ment of Orientals ..... Thos-e comilllJ from a highly 
cultured family rarely made: such rilW exhibitIon of fooli,hne$ ~. 
"Through my e:onslant contact wilh a great number 01 
people of various language groups, 1 have come 10 the conclusion 
that we can't lake anyone !O'roup and say that it i$ superior to 
the rest. Each has its merits and fault~. Each ha$ ih good 
re:prese:ntatives as well as had ones ..... Having such an opinion 
cone:erning racial equality, I am very much upset when I ~e c 
certain peT50IlS di ~criminated against for radal reuon,. 
"I have: fully e:onsidl"red the difficulties I am to meet whcn 
1 get out of school ami rub elbows with other nationalities. As 
far as intellect is concerntd I do not think that I am infer ior 
to the white or any other race and I am sure that the employer~ 
will always pick the men from the standpoint of efficiency. 
\Vhen I find myself in a situation applying for a job whie:h ha~ 
a whitc applicant, should we he of approximattiy the same 
t'ffie:iency, I would not he~ruds:e the white employer giving the 
work to the white appli(ant. This is logical .... , Howeve:r, 
if he should .£r ive the work to a less competent white applicant 
J should look upon it as racial dise:rimination, entirely un· 
American, and the basis for racial troubles." 
"I think I shall make my home: in Hawaii, where all my 
fri"nds are, but should I discover that there is no future- here, 
I may go either to South America or to ]ilpiln," 
Anothl!r young man, whose hnme is on a plantation but who 
has bcein in Honolulu several years for schooling, writes in a 
~om('what (Jjfferent way, It was only after bdng away from 
home a while that he began to reflect on plantation life. 
rtxcerpts are as fol1~ws:' 
"As yean passed by 1 eame to understand the world. 
came to l1ndentand the financial standing of my family. It 
wa~ not easy for my par~nts to send me to school. My loyalty 
to them in{rea~ed and $ince the:n I ~ tarted writing weekly 
letters to my parent~ . One $ummer 1 wa~ awakened to the 
fa~t thaI the: plantation Wa5 not treating the laborns ri~ht . 
This et:mdition had heen ('xisting ever since I was horn, but J 
remained ignoran t of it." 
"First. I fdt that the: labore:r~ were greatly underpaid. Only 
$1.00 for ten hours of toiL" Even at that, the conditions would 
be differ e:nt if the plantation provided some method of r e:l': reat,ion 
in the e:amps. But no. All that the plantation e:xpects is work. 
work and work. I felt that the laborers and I were: being t~ated 
like animals. My loyalty toward my Ifroup was aroused. I felt 
that I must work for them. Today I often hear th~ "back to 
the field" arguments but let me tc:1l you that it is all bunkum. 
Before anybody could expect the younger generation to work 
in the fit'ld s the plantation ha5 to realize that the lilhore:rs art: 
human hein,lZS and that the $1.00 a day should he increased 
to a reasonahll" amO\IIIt." 
't"'"oile;:;lion of nr. W. f'. Smit". 
·i'''i. is ,,,. "basio Tau." AOIU . lly 1"( ,va, .. at< in UC(" of I"i , . 
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"I was awakened to the existing racia l discrimination. I 
found that all the Scotch people, whether they know about 
sugar cane or not, iet good jobs on the plantations and are 
wdl paid. The dirty work was left to the Japane~e, Filipino, 
and other laborers. The Scotch see1ll to think that they are 
superior and whenever an opportunity permits it they show it." 
"Lastly I found out that my fath er was no excel'tion. H e 
has worked for the plantat ion for JS years and was g reatly 
underpaid ..... I felt bad, and an incideut which took place 
shortly after made me decide to fi ght for ri &,hteou~ness and to 
work for my people. One evening my father returncd very 
late from work. He explained that he was Huminii:' ~ome ~ugar 
cane which was left undone by the workmen. Long experience 
had taught him that this particular 5u~ar cane had to be flum ed 
that day; otherwise it would he spoiled. I ariUed that it was 
unnecessary, for the p lantation ;$ not t r .. atini the workmen as 
it should. 'A tooth fo r a tooth, and an eye for an eye.' H e 
simply said that he hated to $te thl: sugar cane &,0 to waste. 
r was unable to reply fo r 1 could not undeutand why the 
plantation could be so blind as not to see such a wonderful 
spirit of cooperation, for 1 dare say that my fath er's attitude 
is typical of the Japan ese workmen." 
"That year I went back to school with the determination 
that I would fight for my people. Since then I began to likc 
the English 51:hool. I went "through the high school and the 
university. I am now staying with my parents (vacation time) . 
. I am planniug to take up medicine. for I believe that 
I can render the &,reatest service to my people as a doctor." 
It is not to be expected that school boys will discuss their 
ambitions in terms of social status, but there is much evidence 
that ambition for a social status superoir tn that of their parents 
i~ a very prnminent factor in their attitudes. The occupational 
preferences as expr.essed by grammar and high school students 
are in the Clirection of superior social status. Even more is this 
indIcated hy keen competition for the jobs of superior statu s 
after school work i.'; completed. 1Joreover it is not merely the 
personal attitudes of the boys. Tf a boy shnws any tendency to 
give up the quest for a better job and accept the job that is 
always open, fi eld labor, hi .'; parents an<i frienns express their 
rlisappointment in no uncertain terms. His fath co r tells him that 
~ince he has an educatinn he must accomplish something that 
will honor and help the family. To take a f~ld labor job is w 7 
confe.'; ~ failure. The Japanese parents tell their boys that they : 
mllst be "Erai hito" (great men, that i.';, upper class men). _ 
This attitude of parents. particularly Japanese parents, i ~ 
i!1ustrated by the case of a Japanese cMk in one of the rural 
9istricts of the Territory. The cook had a iob in which the 
work was easy, the food good and abundant. the livi.ng quarters 
comfortable, sanitary, anCl in a region full of natural beauty. 
His income was sufficient to the needs of his family. He was 
- " - - ~--------------- --~------
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sending his boy to high school. The employer, lr:arning from 
the school principal that the boy did not possess much ability 
of the sort needed in high school, suggested to the father that 
the boy be taken from school and put to work. The father' s 
reply was, in effect, "No, I will not take my hoy from high 
school. He is a bright boy. I will make a superior man of him. 
I would rather have him die than lead the kind of life I have 
lead." To an outsider about the only things that the father 
seemed to lack were the things associated with superior statu~. 
He felt that his job made him a menial. 
This attitude of the Japanese towards social status C()1nes 
largely from old Japane.ge traditions, but the particular mani-
festations of the attitude are influenced much by practical con~ 
ditions of life in Hawaii. 
Until recently Japan has been a feudal country and the 
people are highly ~nsitive to difference of social rank. Family 
bot1ds in Japan are very strong. Perhaps many of those who 
broke family ties in orrler to come to Hawaii were more than 
ordinarily ambitious. Among them were some of the sons of 
the old samurai who came to rtf-rieve the family fortune. The 
wages paid in Hawaii seemed high to pea-pie accustomed to. low 
wages anrl low prices. Probably these men were not so much 
concerned with the achievement of equality in a democratic 
• society as with the hope of securing a po~ition nf superior rank 
~ an aristocracy. 
._-
, Of course most of them came with the intention of returning 
1 after a few years and many, perhaps a third, have returned 
I and others will return. Most of those who remain do so because they have not saved enough to establish themselves comfortably 
, in Japan, or because, having !'emained 50 long, they are bonnd 
I_to Hawaii by their children and grandchildren. At the same 
time they have undergone certain unperceived changes on account 
of the environmental conditions of Hawaii sn that on visiting 
the old country they find that they do not ll'ke it-it is not the 
land which it had seemed to be as they remembered anrl 
idealized it. 
After men have reached midllle age-most of the JapanC5e 
i"lmigrant men have passed that point-their ambition~ center 
more on their children. Many of them recognize that they have 
failed personally to win what they hoped for when they came 
to Hawaii. and now they are transft:rring the hopes to their 
children. The fact that a considerable number of the ~ons who 
have reached manhood hitherto, before the. numbers were ~ 
large, have secured preferred opportunities, serves to sustain 
the hope. Hence the willingness of parents of large families 
-_ .. _------------ - - _ ._ - -
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to make sacrifices in order to give their children an education. 
For a .boy with an American education to accept the status of 
most of the parents is, therefore, regarded as a confession of 
failure. Unless one comprehends the strength of this feeling 
among the immigrants, he will fail to understand the behavior 
of their children. 
In one way the schools help to maintain parental hopes that. 
for many. cannot be realized. In the Japanese school system 
there are two points where there is 3. pretty rigid selective 
prodecure on the basis of ability. At the end of the lOixth year 
in scitool, child R n are admitted to what Ameriq.ns would call 
.a col1ege preparatory high ~chool on the basis of intellectual tests. 
only the best being admitteJ. The others go to vocational 
schools and the par~nts ktiow just what that means. Again, 
after the completion of a five year midule school course, there is 
a rigid selection. the best being admitted to college. If, thtre- (1 
fore, a Japanese parent knowlO that his son is admitted to thelOe Y. 
various schools intended to prepare for the learned pro- J ~, U J 
fessions, he is entitled to the belief that the boy has high grade ~ -t . 
capacity and that the chance for a position commensurate with \ / r ') 
his education will be good. Following. the same 50rt of reason- ~! . 
ing under the American system of education. he often reaches -.. ~ 
a false conclusion. J~ 
The unusual economic status of the people of American 
and North European ancestry is 3. great stimulus to a:ll the rest. 
Nearly all are in positions of a superior character. The sons 
of Orientals, in particular, want to prove that that they are just 
as capable as white men. One of the boys gave as his reason for 
choosing a profession. "To show that I am just as smart as 
Americans." 
It is probable that a rigid caste system based on race woul4... 
repre!110 ambition by making it!' reali7.alion impos!;ible. Tn 
Hawaii there is just enough race rtiscrimination to stimulate 
ambition. Race constitutes an obstacle to advanctment for the l 
young men of most race groups, but not an insunnountable 
obstacle. There is practical equality of school privileges except 
alO !;uch privileges may be limited by poverty. There is pros-
pective political equality. There is so much equality and near 
equality that adverse discrimination at certain points is. a 
challenge to a more vigorous struggle. No important race &TOup 
accepts inferiority of status except as a temporary necessity. 
It would be hard to find a population in which so many of. the 
people have .their faces set so strongly toward the achievement 
of a bf:tter social and economic stahls, :J 
- ---- --- -
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It is not a part of the_purpose of this paper to present a 
picture of plantation life from the standpoint of the worker.';. 
The writer does not po~sess sufficient information to draw such 
a picture accnrately and fairly. Neverthrless it is not possible 
to ignore the subject altogether, for the attitude of ,both parents 
and sons is, in comiderable degree, an outcome of experience-
experience under certain conditions and experience interpre~d 
from a certain point of view. 
Much has been done in reot:nt years to improve living 
conditions on plantations. A better housing program is being 
carried steadily forward. Sanitary conditions have been and 
arc being improved and with measureable gains to the workers. 
Provision is made through nurses for teaching mother~ about 
the feeding and care of infants. Dairies have been introduced 
and enlarged and the milk sold at about the H onolulu whnlesalc 
price. Garden plots are provided rent free. There are super-
vised playground!; for children and provision for the care of 
infants while their mothers are at work. There are organized 
outdoor sports. There ar.e baseball league~ everywhere. Oppor-
tunities for other recreations and amusements are <;ommon. The 
boy scout and girl scout movement has rea<;hed some of the 
plantatiom. and boys c1u~s may be found on many of them. 
On some plantations there is opportunity for adults to study 
English. 
It would not be correct to say that these things are un-
appreciated, and still there is not much expression of appreciation. 
Naturally, when there is confidence and sincerity, there is more 
expression of sentiment relative to conditions regarded as bad 
than to the more favorable aspects of the situatiOn. It i ~ human 
, natuer: to take for granted those good things that come so regularly 
I that there is no ground for anxiety. Little is sai'd about freedom 
! from unemployment, the faithfulness of employers in keeping wage contracts, the fact that plantations frequently retain old 
I 
men of little strength on their payrolls more as pensioners than 
as worker~ . that medical service, fuel. and house rent are free 
or that, on the whole, wages in Hawaii buy a greater abundance 
\ of the necessities of life than cOllld be sttured in their native 
\ countries, or that the sanitary conditions and medical service 
\ is su~h that death rates and infant mortality are lower than 
\ in the various nativ.e lands. This is normal. No one neglects 
the punctured tire to praise those that are working satisfactorily. 
But most of this social welfare work is not along the line 
of the workers' main ambition. Instead of free housing, free 
fuel, and free medical service, he wants a house in which he 
would have definite righ15-rights which he cannot· have wh~n 
a tenant at will. He wants medical service of his own choosing, 
--- -----
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sports and amusements of his own choice, and income sufficient 
to pay for all neerlful expenditure~. Wh"n a part of the actual 
wages is paid in the form of gratuities, there is a lessening of 
freedom, a reduction of status. 
Any beneficial arrangement that tends to make an inferior 
status more pleasant will be accepted for what it is worth, but 
onty those things that tenrl to improve status will arouse any 
enthusiasm among the workers or tend to make plantation 
employment seem to be desirable for their sons. 
More in harmony with the fundamental attitud<'S of laborers 
is the system of contract employment which has been developing 
for many years, and under which mo~t of the men work. What 
is known locally as the contract system is, in general, a substitute 
for the time wage system. Sometimes it is a mere piece wag~ 
as when a man is p~nnitted to count sa many rows of cane 
planted as a day's work with extra pay for extra rows, or when 
he is paid by t~ ton for loading cane. 
Under the crop contract system a man or a group of partners 
undertake to cultivate, fertilize, and irrigate a field, wages being -J 
dependent on the yield of sugar cane. The management advances 
minimum wages during the working season and pays the balance 
when the crop is harvested. This arrangement reduces the 
amount of supervision since there is self-interest. For t11e workers 
there is more chance for a real interest than when paid time 
wages. They can hope for a reward for good work and if the 
season is good, they may get a profit. Incentives are mare nearly 
nonnal and status is better. 
On certain plantations there is or has been something 
approaching a leasehold tenant system. The worker has leased 
a small piece of land for a crop period or perhaps for several '..". 
crop periods, thus giving more ~ecurity. Ordinarily the labor-
leaseholder lacks capital and the plantation advances the cost of 
fertilizers and other material:> and also minimum wages. The 
final compensation is based not only on the yield but on the 
price of sugar. In eifect, the compensation is a share of the 
sugar produced. This arrangement goes a long distance toward 
creating the interests and incentives that nonnally belong to 
small independent farming and it tends to create a more favora-
able attitude toward sugar cane growin. The managl'.r af a..-
largl'. plantation usin thi~ ~v t • 
p£ wQrlie:r3 ~~q~tem showed more ten,lpnr.y to 
.umW on the plantation. 
At pre~nt there does not appear to be a good prospect for 
the extension of this system. It is said to be best adapted to '-I 
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plantations in the rainy districts where the land is on steep 
hillsides, or in small islands of good soil surrounded .by recent 
lava flows where, consequently, old-fashioned methods must be 
used.' 
Prominent among the unfavorable conditions to which 
reference is made are low wages; early rising; long hours; the 
burdensome, grimy character of the work done undu hot sun 
and in the rain; lack of opportunity for promotion; racial dis-
crimination in the better jobs; the way in which the laborers 
are treated by plantation foremen, poliCtmen, and doctor~; and, 
in general, a type of plantation discipline which denies what the 
workers regard as reasonable freedom. 
If one were able to make a competent analysis of these 
grounds fot dissatisfaction, he would not find that all stand on 
the same level. Some of them seem to grow out of the very 
neces~ities of the industry-=-physical or economic necessRies. 
Probably, at the present stage of deve]opmt:nt, it is impossible 
to make field work attractive in itself. Cane is dirty; it cuts 
off the breezes; the sun is hot; loading cane is burdensome; in 
some st(;tions there is much raln. In uther matters improve-
ment in working conditions is possible through technical progres~. 
The recent introduction of cane loading machinery in certain 
sections which does away with some of the more burdensome 
work and makes a few superior jobs is a case in point. Such 
unpleasant work as irrigation has been reduced by various 
devices. Sometimes the work is made easier and cleaner at 
the same .time. Given time and ~ufficient inducement, it is 
probable that the conditions of field work can be further im-
proved through mechanical inventions and scientific and technical 
progress. 
r The system of race discrimination in plantation employment 
I is as old as the industry and, while it is not absolutely rigid, it 
/ is finnty established. There an: certain positions commonly 
fill ed by white men. The writer has seen some want advertise-
ments-plantation advertisements for men for superior positions 
-the last words of which read, "must be white." The number 
of men of American and North European descent employed is 
not very great, but they hold nearly all of the high salaried 
positions. When one of these ~signs the little conununity to 
\ which he belongs wants to have a man of the same race in his 
\ place. The few serve to cut off the chance of promotion to 
the many. 
'For a moc. complete pr~.,." tation of the m<thod. of crO{J ""ntT3ctinl( and l"".inll .~~ 
"V""ational Opportunity in tho Cane "Field .. .. an nnflbhliahed theai. by "F. A. Clow .. 
in tho Libruy of tb .. (J!li,,~ .. ity nf Hawai;' 
- - ---
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The field foremen positions are fill~d typically by men of 
Portuguese birth or ancestry and by native Hawaiians. It 
appears to be the policy of managers not to select vt! ry many 
foremen fr;:.m the racial groups that supply most of the workers. 
Of course then are eXl.:cptions-a good many of them in fact, 
for race discrimination is not rigid. One can find a Chinese man 
serving a!; sugar boiler and young men of Oriental ancestry and 
American education in oth~r responsible, well paid positions. 
~t.hel .. sS! the ienc~pressiM-aWQIJg . .th.c_~.QJ.:ku_LWho have 
rnal'lY sons the Japane~~ihey_a!!d tgeir sons ha~aJl 
~nce for promotion to t~m_ore desi!}l:ble jobs. That thlS~ 
an Important la-dor III i"Iie determination of the attitude of the 
!;ons is evident from the conversation of fathers and the answers 
of school boys to attitude qucstionnaire~. 
The writer does not know whether this discrimination is 
jllst a carry-onr from an earlier period when it was necessary-
a mere custom or habit- -or whether there is med for it in the 
existing situation. But in any ca.o.e, it is safe to say that not 
many Hawaiian born and educated sons of plantation laborers 
will accept plantation work unless they can ~ee a fair opportunity "J 
to win the preferred jobs on the basis of ability and chiuacter. 
And still it might puzzle a manager just how to bring this 
change about. He is not altogther free. He 'operates in a 
system o f more or less established race relationships and might 
find it difficult to alter th~ system. It is a mat~r of greater 
difficulty to initiate a new social arrangement that will work 
than it is to invent a succes~ful mechanical device. It may be 
said that there are certain local variatiuns in practice which may 
be regarded as experiments. Possibly they are the forerunners 
of extensive readjustments. 
My information relative to the relations of laborers to lunas, 
plantation policemen, and doctors is very incomplete and mainly 
from one side. It will be sufficient to say that most of these 
upper class employes are not popular; that the gr:ievanc~s of 
workers relate pretty largely to their contacts with the upper 
class employes, who, because they are commonly of oth~ r races 
as well as of a group exercising authority, are not responsive 
to the public opinion of the workers. If the owners and managers 
of plantations had some way of knowing more fully just what 
tak~s place, important improvements might result-improvements 
that would automatically work to the advantage of laborers and 
raise their status. 
It may be noted in this connection that the situation on the 
pineapple plantations is more satisfactory. This may be 
explained in part by differwces inherent in the industry, but 
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J.lerhaps of greater importance is the fact that Q.inAAppJ pro-
duction has not taken over the whole early tradtITon of plantation 
management. Of later development and coming after the 
~bolition of indentured labor, its traditions are more favorable 
to labor. ~;ren1,ly-tkeFe _.iii • ..le6$-- l'a£e...lliscrjmjnation Tbe;x..... 
i.et a12.n2' with.oJ!La-illaJ)tation polict!Olall... The discipline is less 
ngw. 'i'be"opportunities for promotion are better. Counter-
balancing these advantages. in a measure, is the fact that 
employment is not so well distributed through the year. Most 
workers can secure summer employment only. Many pineapple 
harve~t workers are cane field mt n most of the time. 
Probably two-thirds of the men in plantation service, mainly 
Filipino men, are unmarried. The other third, mainly Japan~se, 
secured wives in the last twenty-five years, relatively large 
numbers of women coming in 1912-1920. Consequently many of 
the families are of nearly maximum size so far as number of 
children below working age is concerned. The wages may .be 
described as adequate for the single men. . They are able t:) 
supply their necessities and to $ave some money. But many 
married men find it increasingly difficult to provide for their 
growing families and, while there is commonly a keen desire 
to accumulate something, saving may be almost out of the 
question. Tqere is much complaint of poverty. Naturally this 
pinch of poverty is felt most by the very people who might con-
tribute most to the labor supply-the people who are the parents 
of numerous children. That the low wages are a factor in the 
determination of the attitude of sons and fathers toward 
plantation employment can not be doubted. 
Rigid discipline in some of its aspects, appears to be 
necessary to large scale agriculture. The workers must all go 
to work at the same time because transportation is furnished. 
The field may be one mile or six miles from the camp. The 
work must be highly specialized and without much change for 
anyone worker. H ence the monotony. Much supervision is 
needed. If the work is to go on regularly and systematically, 
there must be some subordination of individual preference to 
the needs of the organization. 
On the other hand, it is probable that some features of the 
discipline just happened uecause of the special circumstances 
under which it grew up. It may be said that most features of 
management are the products of experience. They were taken 
into the system becallse they worked, if not ideally, at least 
passably well. Doubtless any future modifications of the system 
will have to stand the same test. 
It shouirl not be Mlferred from 
is entirely rigid and unchangeable. 
the above that the system 
Slowly through the years 
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there have been some importa";t changes. The piece work 
system, the crop contract system, ami the leasing system have 
been of benefit both to the workers and the employers. The 
dh,,:ipiine on some plantations is less rigid than on others so 
that there is a greater sen~e of freeuom among workers. In the 
main, it may be said that the attitude of the workers tenrls tn 
correspond to the practical situation in which they find them: 
selves, but there is also an influence from the old days when 
conditions were less favorable. 
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THE ATTITliDE OF PARENTS 
Data relative to the attitude of Ja}.lanese parents toward 
the education <Jf their sons and of their opinions and attitudes 
in relation to occupatiomll opportunities were secured by Mr. 
Dan Kanc+Zo Kai, who visited in all sections of the Territory 
and conversed with numerons Japanese men and women in all 
walks of life. In his notes he translated freely at time~ and 
somdimes gave an abstract of the more important varts of the 
conversation. 1n quoting, the writer has further abstracted and 
sometimes has modified the form to corresiJond more pr(cisdy 
to the English idiom. 
The quotations are sdected to show something of the variety 
of attitudes and of tht: experience which lies back of the attitudes. 
While there is about the degree of difference in opinion that 
might be expected under the circumstances, the reader will note 
that there is practical unanimity on a few points. Plantation 
employment is not looked upon by any as offering a desirable 
career. While the reasons given for this attitude indicate much 
improvement in labor condition~ un plantations since the old 
days, the improvement has 110t been of such a character a.~ to 
cause any change so far as desire to remain is concerned. If 
a mnch more complete account of the data were made there 
would be no ground for modifying this conclusion. 
That there is so much difference of opinion relative to 
education may surprise many people. This indicates a thoughtful 
response to a comvaratively new situation. 
The quotations are to b~ taken as repr.esentative of opinion 
and attitude. D01J.htles~ they are repre~entative also of the types 
of bias that naturally belong to the situation and they should be 
rearl with thi~ in mind. In any case they go far to show that 
home influence is th e predominant factor in the determination 
of the attitude of the boys toward plantation labor. 
The following is a free account of the more significant 
part5 of an evening's discussion carried on by nine plantation 
Japanese men at the home of one of them. 
The parrn ts feel that th~ir children ought to earn good wa!{O::$ 
when through with their s ~hooling. 
They wish to send their children through high s~hool at least, 
for grammar school graduates can not writc letto:: rs correctly. 
There is not mu~h work fo r hiQ"h school graduatcs on a 
plantation. They uo not like to work their way up. They 
want a ~ood position frOnI the first. Tho::y la~k tenacity. 
If a young man starts 10 Io:: arn carpo::ntry, he soon Io::aves 
th o:: plantation for the cily whero:: he think~ he can get morc pay. 
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The plantations have a senllem~n's agreement. A young \.J 
man from one plantation can not set a job on a ndghboring 
plantation unless he ~ets a relea:te trom his home plantation. 
A high school boy does not want to be a luna (foreman) 
in the sUiar cane fidd because his future would not be secun:. 
He is subject to discharge and if disehar~cd from one plantation 
he probably could not f;et a job a~ a luna on another plantation. 
He would nave to beSIn all over asain and learn a new trade. 
When a youna man learns a ~uitable trade he Ciln go any-
where and be free from the restrictIons he experiences on the 
plantation. 
Young unmarried men do not aVlX"eciate free houses, free 
fuel and water, and free medical service. 
A graduate from the local high school is not as much'! 
respected as a graduate from a high school in Honolulu. .-J 
In a few years Hawaii will be full of high school graduates. 
Tlu:n they must follow the current of the world. 
If youns men want to go to the citie5 let them go. When 
they can't get along in the cities they will return to the country. 
Mayb~ the indisposition of the !Joys of Hawaii to b~gin at 
the !Jottom and work slowly upwar.n. grows out of a view of th~ 
situation best expressed by a middle-aged Japanese man who 
r&eived part of his education in Hawaii. He said: 
A youns man can not do much if he doe~ not realize hi~ 
own ability. A Hawaii born young man i~ like a cockroach in 
a bath tub. If he tries to crawl out he falb in again and again. 
The wise cockroach will fly up and away instead of crawling. 
A public school principal told of the efforts of the SChOOll 
to interest the boys in agnwltural education: 
The work was explamed to sIxty boys and they were Ol!7ked 
to lalk It over with their parents. Only a few deCIded to take 
the agTicultural course. Fifteen boys were sent to a pTivate 
parochial school because the parents feared that the public 
school would force their children to study agriculture. Boys 
will not take agriculture because they see no chances for the 
better paid jobs. ; 
A woman in charg~ of a nursery for small children gave 
an account of the day's work for mothers who work in the 
fields: 
Japanese mothers sct up in the mornins from 3 :30 to -4 
o'clock. They prepare breakfast, also some food for lunch to 
<011: taken to the field, and give some attention to the children. 
They hrins their babies to the nursery at 4:30 to 5 o'clock and 
then report for duty. They have to he rea dy to take the train 
that carries them to work at 5 :45 o'clock, Those who act as 
helpers to cane loaders quit work at 2:30 p. m. and the others 
:1t 4:30. They come to the nuuery for the babies at 3-5 o'dock. 
Cooking, housework, and care of the chilllren require several 
hOUf$, and they are through for the day at 7:30-8:30 p. m. 
------
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A Japanese man in a better than average job on a plantation 
said: 
The welfare workers on plantations are not doing much for 
the people on plantations for they can not speak to tbe managers 
for the people. These wdfare workers seek their own intere~t 
before the interest of the working men. Plantations. need 
Japanese and Filipino welfare workers. 
A small farmer expressed his opinion as follows : 
It might be well for the Japanese to plant coffee trees and 
grow pineapples and vegetables when they leave the plantations, 
for though some go to the cities, many will have to remain 
in the country. Not all can gct a job in the cities. TOday most 
of our youth want to go to the cities, uut if we can persuade 
them to stay in the country they will live in the country. First 
of all we must get them to change their minds. The question 
is: How can we do this? 
The visitor writes: 
Because of the low price of sugar and the consequent low 
wages, the lars:-er Japanese families found it very hard to make 
a living. They said that three families had moved to Honolulu. 
One family had a son and a married daughter; and another, a 
son, previously e~tablished in Honolulu. The children are 
cxpected to help the parents until they are established in tbe 
city. This is the "hand-vine" method of transferring from 
plantation to city. 
A plantation employe said: 
n The younQ' meu might stay on the plantation, eve~ though they are high school graduiltes, if they were paid more. The Hawaiian born boys would work hard if thcy could 8'et money. They have a keen !lense of moncy for their p,uent5 talk money constantly. But we can not blame them for that because they 
I are having a hard time to rear their children. I Parents discourage tneir children from working in the soil. When a child ca n not tio well in his sdtool work the parent says to him, 'If you don't study hard you must be a farm er like your bther.' The children naturally come to think that farming is a mean occupation. But many young men will have to work on plilnlations or in coffee groves whether they like it or not. Pretty soon there will be too many high school boys for whi~e f ;;'l1ar jobs. 
4 father in plantation employment said: 
I can not stay on the plantation when. I get old. I will get 
a homestcad for m y boys. They will like to stay in the country 
if they have their own property. I will buy land for them. I 
can do this because some Portuguese are selling their land to 
leave for the Mainland. 
Another man said: 
The lunas say, 'The Japanese aroe lazy.' But they are too 
old 10 work WIth the young Flbpmos If the Japanese do not 
work 23 days m a month they do not Q'et the bonus. 1£ they 
• 
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stay at home th~y have to hear ugly words from the lips of 
the luna. 
Just the other day a luna said, 'The Japanese arc expensive 
for they OI;I;UPY a big house.' Of I;ourse th~y do. They han 
big families. T wenty yurs ago they wue lih th~ Filipinos, 
without families. 
In a group of young men, some born in Hawaii and all 
educated here, the foilowing sentiments were expressed by 
various members : 
W e ""ant to S"iv ~ our children a hiih so;hool education. 
No, let them struggle after they have fin ished th~ grammar 
school; hiQ"h school boys lih whit~ collar jobs which ar~ scarce 
from now on. 
Th~ ~xp~ri~ne~ of t h~ real world is bett~ r than a hh:h school 
education. 
The I;hiklr~n must d,oose their own VOl;a tion. We can not 
for l;C them. 
Throw all the Scotch out of Hawaii. Th~ Japanese don't 
want to stay on t h~ plan tation. \Ve want to get more money. 
Our children should engag~ in agriculture, but not in sugar 
I;ane cultivation. 
W~ can buy land from the Portuguese who are going to th~ 
mainland. 
The most serious complaints against the treatment on 
plantations were made by old men who have not worked on the 
plan(ation for many years-~mall independent farmer~ , as a rule. 
Recent conditions are mu ch improved. Perhaps men no longer 
in plantation service feel more free to talk. The dramatic 
features of earlier e;,;perience constitute the subj ect matter of 
reminiscence. A small farmer near a plantation relaten. old time 
plantation experience as foHows : 
W~ came to H awaii intending to stay only three years. So 
w~ tried to save as much as possible out of $12.50 or $15.00 a 
month wagu . W e had to sleep crammed in a small house. 
Moral conditions were bad. A g roup would gamble hesidt a 
sick man'5 pillow. Th~ trn .tment was bad. Plantation doctors 
w~r~ unkind. Many slackers, mak~-beli eve sk k men, werc 
natural produeb of ~uch an environment. In the cane field 
men were driv~n by the luna shouting constantly, 'go ahead. 
1(0 ahead.' Sometime~ a sick man wa$ forc ed to work and 
sometimes a make-believe $ick man was successful in del;eivin~ 
the doctor. 
In one ca~e the doctor ~napped out: 'He is not sick', because 
the really sick man smiled according to Japanese custom. After 
that a well man would 1:1'0 to the do~tor's office and by twistin ~ 
his face and rubbing his body as if in pain would get a day off 
to rest and then would gamble all the day. The plantation 
of today is much better than it was form erly for the luna~ of 
that time were mostly bad m en and the Japanese, too. were 
bad ones. 
Yes. 1 $om etim~s ttll my ~hildren of old time exp~ri ence. 
I think it good to let our children know how hard th~ir parents 
had to work. These ~torie s may g in them a stimulus. 
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The vi!;itor spent ~ome days in a ~mall remote community 
of imkvenrlent Japanese fanners. A few owneu their lam! and 
others were leaseholders. Eighteen of them took part in a dis-
cussion at a language school. In response to the question, "\Vhy 
do you prefer to live here in this remote place?" the following 
reasons were given: 
Nothing is so disagreeable as being driven by a luna who 
keeps crying, 'Go ahead. go ahead,' at our Lack. 
Even if we are given a good house (on a plantijlion), we can 
not do anything with it. W e want to live and to feel at home 
in our own house even if it be a small one. 
We can not m.ake money hcr\!. but we do not worry about 
time and the luna. If we ovenkcp in the morning ten minutes, 
w e do not have to lOSt a d;lY. If we take a day's rest, we regain 
it by workinlf twice as hard next day, If we s et $ick, we can 
go to a publu; hospital, Our children play about on the farm 
with us, They can not acquire the candy buying habit like 
plantation children. Sinee our community is small, social 
expen5es are small, 
In reply to the question, "What ,wggt:stion woukl you make 
to make plantation life better?" the following answer was given: 
Let us have our own lands so that we can build our own 
houses on them, Let us lease the land to g row SUiar cane in 
our o ...... n way. i, e" without lunas, Give pritts for the best 
(',rops and make the mil1 buy our cane at a reasonable price. 
Then we can feel at homc and g row good cane, 
The visitor spent a ,~hort time in a homestead district 
devoted to cane growing, Originally there were homesteaders of 
three race groups, native Hawaiian, Portugue~e, and Japanese-
all native born citizens. After about fift een years the Japanese 
only remain, the Hawaiians and Portugue~e having sold or 
leased their lands, The cane is ground at a near~by plantation 
mill, The visit was t(')o ~hort to secure a general expression 
of opinion and attitude, hut one farmer who han won a prize 
for the highest yield of cane was enthu ,<; jastic about his work. 
He had made 87 tons to the acre and said, "I expect to make 
90 tons this year." He had received only a sixth grade 
education and said that he wanted to give his children a better 
education. There is no high 'school near this Ui.~trict and the 
pe(')ple are not thinking much about it yet. 
Two ways of looking toward a pennanent return to Japan 
are indicated by the following excerpts: 
A man after many years abroad acts like a crazy man as his 
boat approaches Japan, He is e~eedingly joyous. H e forgets 
to have lunch fOT he is absorhcd with the beauty of Japan in 
the mist of distance, He wishes to 5ee hi~ parents' faces once 
more for they arc old now. 
-, 
, 
\ 
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A man who had lived in H awaii 28 years returned to . his 
home. His parents were glad to ~ee him, but he did not know 
his relatives. H e had to be introduced to them. H e --did not 
fed that he 'wa~ at home. His children a~ked him, 'P apa, why 
did you come to such a place as this? Let u~ ,go back to 
Hawaii 500n.' When thfy received lctters fr om friends in 
H awaii, the children would urge, 'Papa , when do 'we go back to 
Hawaii ?' 
The visitor noted that in this remote, small rural community 
there was an atmosphere of freroom and happiness, although 
the inCOmes were small. 
An aged Japanese man, a successful small farmer in this 
distrid, commented on om eoucation a~ foi1ows : 
It seems to me that the edu~ationa l SY$tem of today is in 
error. Young men arc not taught to lOve the taste of labor. 
They lu e not made to ta~te the bitterness of hard work. T hey 
are exposed to the atmosphere o f luxury. Tht y long for super-
fidal luxury and do not strive for a spiritua l culture. 
The Kona di strict is devoted mainly to coffee growing. 
There is a little dairying, and pigs, poultry, fruit and vegetables 
are produced for the Honolulu market. There are several 
hundred small farmers, principally Japan tse. Several hundred 
employed laborers live in the district. Since there are many 
small and no very large employers there i~ a fr eedom that doe~ 
not exist on the plantations. No ~ocial gulf separates the small 
leaseholding fanner from the employed man. An energetic young 
man can without great difficulty become a coffee farmer. 
The visitor observed that the Kona district is contented. A 
former university student told the writer that there is a tradition 
among the Japanese of Kona that if a man live5 in Ke na a few 
'years, he will not leave; or if he leaves, he will return. Speak-
ing of a certain family the vi sitor writes : 
This family doe~ not work hard nor yet does it $eem to 
worry. Such life i!l what the Japanese call 'nonlri'-satid ied 
day by day. Most o f the Japanese in Kona are leading !luch 
a life. 
A Kona resident said: 
Kona has been a city of refuge for the Japanes~ unable to 
stand plantation life. 
Old Japane$f go to Japan to vi ~ it, but they will come ba ck 
to Kana again. 
MilllY young men who are growing coffee did not receive 
much education. But today boy~ after high school graduat10n 
do not like to stay in the coffee fi elds. 
T he visitor again notes : 
Kona young men are frank and opt n, and most of them. 
seem. independent. 
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.The writer recalls a certain university student from Kona, 
a young man of Japanese parentage, whose attitul"le and bearing 
\vere such that his most intimate friends were white students, 
He is the only Japanese who has been admitted into a certain 
secret society .. Does the free air of Kona favor the development 
of American traits? 
· A hi~h school education is desirable, hut if a boy, after L
A Kona st~rekeeper said: . 
· graduation, stays at hOme and works at common labor his 
ndghbou consider him worthless and his parents are sorry and 
think that hi5 educ;uion is worthless. 
A Hawaiian born Japanese woman, the wife of a Kona 
coffee grower, said: 
\Ve prefer Kana to the sugar plantation as a piacl.! to bring 
up children. On the plantation the houses stand too dose to 
each other for privacy. Thuc arc some careless single men 
who u e:r t a bad infiUl;:n<:e on children. 
I am worrying about the future of my fourteen year old 
boy. We want to $cnd him to high school. But wh~n he is 
through with high school he mir,ht not like to worle:. This is 
what worrie:~ u~. 
Shc also quoted an old Japanese: maxim: "If you 
child, teach him five timc~, admire: him thre e: times, 
two time:$ , and mak~ him a good man" 
Another Kona !itorekeever said: 
love your 
scold him 
'"" Many J apane:se b~.ltin to doubt the value of hiSh school 
I education for their <:hildren, for high school graduate~ c.an not find a positiou which draw!> as high a salary as they expected . 
. j The plantation does not treat the Japanese equally with the 
I wh:te people. The Japanese are paid less and have no chance 
{ for advancement. 
! Another coffee grower said: 
'\ Six out of ten children now in high s<:hool and 1;()1Icge arc 
s~nt hy their parents be<:ause their neighbors' children are in 
· high school or college. Many of the young men want to get 
'white collar jobs but finally they wi11 come ba<:k to the country. 
There an not so many jobs in the cities.. 
rAnother Kona farmer said: 
f A higher education was all riSht in the past, but its value 
L for the future is doubtful. 
There is some complaint as to the influence of the high 
school on the young people. 
High ~chool s;irls copy the styles of their teaehet!>. They 
likc to wear silk stockings. They do not like to work after 
s<:hool as their older sisters used to do. 
-- - ----_. ~.  
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Some of the girls ga out af their homes with their books, 
but where they go we do nat know. 
When Japanese pupils stay with Kanakas they lose their 
manners. 
This note of critiCism and doubt relative to the desirability 
of a high school education was sounded more frequently in 
Kana than elsewhere. Perhaps the more normal and independent ~ 
position of the parents favors a more rational response to a 
type of education that appears to create a situation of mal-
adjustment for many of the children. 
-J 
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ALTERNATIVES 
If the plantations wcre not a-ble to secure laborers fr0111 
the outside and if the Hawaiian born boys were not free to 
leave Hawaii, some sort of working agreement would be a 
necessity. If the young m t n were free to leave without a 
corresponding freedom of the planters to bring in additional 
laborers, it would be necessary for the planters to offe r terms 
of employment ~ufficicntly attractive to hold a fair proportion 
of the young men. Unless the attitude of the boys and young 
men should undu go a change, it might be impossible to do this 
without raising the cost of producing sugar above its value, in 
which case the industry would be gradually extinguished, except 
perhaps for some of the best plantations. 
If the young men were not free to leave while the planters 
continued to enjoy the right to bring in foreign born workers, 
it would .be necessary for the native born young men to accept 
condition.<; not greatly different from those on which foreign 
born men could be secured, and they would be under the 
necessity of abandoning their ambition for an American 
standard of living. 
But none of these hypotheses correspond to the fads of 
the situation. The young men are citizens of the United States 
and they are free to go to the United States or to other 
countries. While there is much restriction relative to the 
immigration or importation of laborers to Hawaii as an integral 
part of the United States (not a possession), these restrictions 
do not apply at present to the Filipinos who come or are brought 
constantly. Each side has another alternative. It may be 
assumed that the planters will continue to bring outside laborers 
unless they can secure the native born on terms that are 
approximately satisfactory. For many of the plantations there 
is only a small margin between the cost of sugar production and 
the value of the product. The competition of other sugar pro-
ducing regions is increasingly active. It is not clear that wages 
can be increased much unless, through increased efficiency, a day's 
work will produce more sugar. With good will on the part of 
directors and managers, it is probable that some improvement 
in conditions that affect status can be effected, and, given suffi-
cient time, these improvements might be very important. But 
it may be difficult to make such improvements sufficient in 
degree and with the promptitude ne<:essary to bring about any 
great change in the attitude of the boys and yourig men. So far 
as the Japanese boys are concerned, the issue will be settled 
one way or the other in the next ten or fifteen years. After 
that a similar problem may arise in relation to the sons of 
Filipinos. 
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-Likewise, if the Hawaiian born boys can not secure I 
employment in Hawaii on approximately satisfactory tenns, they I 
will seek their fortune elsewhere. Of course there are some 
obstacles to such a course. They hesitate to break family ties. \ 
Some hesitate to go to the mainland on account of race pre-
judice. Perhaps the schooling here in Hawaii does not fit them 
for the sort of work that would 'be open to them on the main- \' 
land. Some who have gone to the mainland with exaggerated 
notions of its opportunities and, perhaps, :>f their own abilities, 
have met with severe disappointment. _ 
And still there is a small but constant stream of emigration 
toward the mainland: Chinese, Japanese, Portuguese, Porto 
Rican, and Spanish. Doubtless some of each race will solve the 
problem of how to get on under mainland conditions. They 
can do this if they will accept the sorts of employment com-
monly open to immigrants. They will have to begin at the 
bottom and trust to their industry, ability, and character to 
bring the preferred opportunities. When some do this, they will 
establish centers to which their friends will go in increasing 
numbers. Unless plantation life is made more attractive, it is l 
110t improbable that -most of the Hawaiian born young men who 
fail to find employment in the secondary industries will emigrate. 
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TWO POSSIBLE EXPERIMENTS 
In response to requests from some fri ends that there be 
some suggestion toward a constructive program, the writer pro· 
poses two experiments. 
Numerous writers have noted that modern large scale 
industrial organization does not succeed well in enlisting th e'! 
interest of the worker, in supplying ap-propriate incentives, or 
in giving a sense of self-realization. The worker does not plan 
nor watch his plan come to fruitage. He does not see the 
significance of his own small part in its larger relations. 
Spiritually, he is not enlisted. 
On the other hand, there is a tremendous gain in efficien(:f 
from the standpoint of the use of machinery, of scientific dis-
coveries, ann. of organization. 
In the United States and many other countries the advantages 
of large scale methods in manufacture, transportation, and 
mining are so great that the· issue may ,be considered as decided. 
The hig enterprise has come to stay. The problem is to work out 
some arrangement through which human interests will be more 
fully conserved. Some business men are now conducting very 
interesting experiments along this line. 
But in the field of agriculture the small farm still prevails 
in the United States. Most farming is done on farms of such 
size that the farmer ana. the other members of the family can 
do most of the work. Ordinarily the advantages of large scale 
farming are not sufficient to counterbalance the losses involved 
in depriving the worker of his personal interest in the work. 
Many thoughtful people who come to Hawaii think that 
the great plantations should be broken up into small farms--
that this procedure is the one way to solve the labor problem. 
But a consideration of the special conditions of tropical agricul~ 
ture gives rise to doubts as to whether the small farm procedure 
could be maue to work successfully. Certain it is that the whole 
technique of Hawaii's important agriculture has been worke(l 
out on the basis of large plantation cultivation. If a change 
were to be made to small farming, some of this technique-very 
important parts of it-would be lost. Possibly a new small fann 
technique could be developed in time if complete failure did 
not end the experiment too soon. On the whole, one must view 
such an experiment as pretty sure to involve losses, at least in 
the early stages. The losses on the side of technique would be 
greatest at the beginning. The gains through the greater appeal 
to self~interest and the improvement of incentives and attitude~ 
generally would be least in the beginning. It is possible that 
- - - -"---- -
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if the experiment were conducted under favorable condition.~ 
and with a subsidy during the earlier year1i, it might de-
monstrate the advantage of small famling even in the tropics. 
Two experiments therefore are suggested. Probably they 
could be made best in connection with the Experiment Stat ion 
of the Hawaiian Sugar Planters' Association. The experiment 
~hould be made on two rather small isolated plantations where 
the land and weather conditions are favorable. 
On one ·plantation, let the experiment be to detennine 
whether industrial relations can be organized in such a way as 
to make the life attractive to workers-sufficiently attractive 
that fcrthers will desire their ~ons to succeed them. Let all this 
be done, while operating the plantation as one large scale fann 
and using all the labor-saving devices and scientific knowledge 
available. It is not necessary to present details of such an 
experiment at this time. 
On the other plantation, let the experiment be to determine 
whether fanning can be made both economic and attractive on 
the basis of numerous small farms, leased with the right of 
purchase at their true value. In order to give the experiment 
any chance to succeed, it would be necessary to select the 
fanners on the basis of their fitness. Preference should be given 
to men who have a good record as contract or leasehold culti-
vators and to men who have ·boys able and willing to help and 
to succeed them. The cultivation methods should be with th~ 
counsel of some man competent to manage a plantation and with 
zeal for the success of the experiment. It would be necessary 
for the small farmers to have some method of cooperation in 
the lise of water, machinery and other equipment, and in harvest-
ing. They should have some expert counsel in getting started. 
Of COurse, both experiments might bring only negativ~ 
results. But they might bring results that, under certain possible 
conditions, say Filipino independence and exclusion, would be 
of very great advantage not only to the workers but to the 
industry generally. 
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CONCLUSIONS 
It has been held that the public school system of Hawaii 
is tile principal came of the attitude of boys toward plantation 
labor. Probably it is, in a certain sense, a factor of considerable 
importance. If the boys had no schooling, their alternative 
opportunities would be much reduced and, perforce, they might 
accept plantation employment. In a general way the whole 
spirit of our public :school system is permeated with the ideals 
of democracy, and children of good native ability who imbibe 
these ideals are unwilling to accept permanently a position of 
inferior status. 
-,-- -
But, so far as the writer knows, there has been no organized 
school propaganda against plantation work. On the contrary, 
the tcachers more or less try to direct the interest of children 
toward the plantation. They realize that other sorts of oppor-
tunity wiU be insufficient. Some are hoping for a betterment 
I in the conditions of plantation employment. 
c--- To explain the attitude of boys and young men 
plantation life one has to take into. consideration three 
factors: 
toward 
sets of 
1. The important features of the cultural system of the 
native lands of the immigrant laborers. A man acquires his 
outlook on life largely in his youth and in turn he passes it 
on to his sons. 
2. The practical conditions of plantation life in Hawaii 
as they have developed historicaUy, and as they have played 
a part in the experience of the workers. 
3. General influences of the social environment in Ha-
waii-aU factors (including the schools), that tend toward 
Americanization. 
The new vocational school work in agriculture may be of 
great service if conditions shall become such that agriculture will 
be attractive to a considerable number of boys. But with the 
present attitude of most boys toward field work there will be few 
of the older boys to elect the work. The natural interest of the 
subject may attract the younger boys who have not reflected on 
its occupational significance. If the parents get the idea that 
vocational education is a device to direct their children toward 
the jobs of lower pay and status, they will quietly veto the plan. 
When the plantation manager manifests his approval of school 
training in agriculhtre, he should make it perfectly clear that 
worth while opportunities await the boy of good character and 
ability who does the work successfully. Nor should he be sur-
prised if p.arents tend to be skeptical until there are a sufficient 
number of illustrative examples. 
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The facts do not definitely warrant the conclusion that re-
adjustment is impossible. But, if possible, it will be difficult. 
If the planters were to try to modify the conditions of field em-
ployment in such a way as to attract large numbers of Hawaiian 
born and educated boys while thq are in the present mood. the 
effort would fail. If the best efforts of all available agencies 
were brought to bear on the boys and their parents to induce 
them to favor plantation service without definite plans for the 
improvement of the status of the worker, such efforts would 
fail. It is just possible that a 5erious effort on boH: sirles would 
succeed. There are some facts in the situation that would be 
favorable to success. The financial leaders of the Territory are 
wdl organized. AJnong them are men of far vision. with a sense 
of social responsibility, men di~pose rl to accept a difficult prob-
lem as a challenge. They have a great tradition back of them-
The fathers of most of the boys now living on the plantations are \ 
of a people who possess some unusually valuable characteristics. , 
~obahlv th,.r,. is no nat jon whose p .. np1e halle " higher_degree of i 
~toLtban......do._the-jap","U!~~ank. It is. in their traCf!:.,J 
bons. Given a general direction of social effort, they are un-
surpassed in ability to rfexamine the situation and, if there is 
adequate reason for so rloing. to redirect effort. If the planters 
can devise and set up a modified type of industrial relationship 
that will conserve reasonably the general economic interests of 
the investors and at the same time the reasonable human in-
terests of the workers, they w(')uld find in the Japanese workers 
men more than ordinarily capable of responding to the new 
situation. 
If any effort were to be made along this line, it would be 
necessary to establish communication between directors and man-
agers on the one hand and workers on the other-communication 
of the sort necessary to enable each side to understand the other 
and to establish confidence. 
- - -- - - - - -
